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ABSTRACT
This research focuses on the development o f a controller fo r the cooperation 
control o f dual arm mechanical manipulator. A  controller fo r the position control o f 
unconstrained robot arm without velocity measurements is also presented.
The experimental set-up consists Remotec's RM-lOA dual arm manipulator. Each 
arm has six separate motorized motions w ith position sensors. The arm has also an end 
effector and is provided w ith a six axes Force/Torque sensor. The manipulator is 
controlled by two TMS320C40 parallel D igital Signal Processors. The control software 
which is embedded on the D igital Signal Processor is developed using C language. A 
Grsphical User Interface is also developed using M icrosoft Visual C++ to facilitate easy 
operation o f the robot.
A  PID controller is implemented fo r the position control o f the manipulator. 
Experiments are performed both in jo in t space and in Cartesian space and the results are 
presented.
in
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION
The cooperation among robots is essential in many {^plications such as matarial 
handling and assembly, servicing and maintenance in hazardous environments, etc.. 
Coordinating robots play a major role in the assembly o f space station as manual 
assembly o f space station in space could prove extremely d ifficu lt and dangerous fo r 
astronauts. A  the area o f handlmg hazardous waste materials such as chemical, 
biological, and nuclear wastes, deployment o f m ultiple coordinated robots can reduce the 
need to employ human labor. A  many manufacturing environments it  is also desirable to 
use one or more robots to work cooperatively, much m the s{une way a human uses two 
hands to join two parts or move an object For a variety o f tasks, it  is often necessary to 
use two or more robot arms raAer than one to perform a task. For instance, a 
manipulated object may be too heavy to be handled by a smgle arm.
A  coordmated manipulation o f an object usmg multiple robot arms, simultaneous 
control o f the object motion and mtemal force exerted by arms on the object is required. 
The main problem m controllmg such a system is that if  the manipulators are not 
careAUy coordmated, conflictmg motion among them may cause excessive stress o r even 
breakage o f the object bemg manipulated. There is also the problem o f distributmg load
1
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to the manipulators. Mechanical stress on the object being manipulated is ^neraQy 
considered undesirable. A  some ^iplications, however, it  is necessary to "squeeze" Ae 
load slightly to prevent slippage o f the object.
1.1 Objectives and Scope of Research
The objectives o f this research are to
1 . develop a controller fo r controllmg unconstramed motion o f robots w iAout 
velocity measurements
2 . develop a controller fo r controllmg two cooperatmg robot arms handling an 
object. The purpose o f this controller is to regulate Ae motion o f Ae object and also to 
regulate Ae mtemal force Aat does not contribute to Ae motion o f the object.
The scope o f this study wAch focuses on Ae RM-lOA manipulator is Avided 
mto two parts. The first part mvolves upgradmg Ae slower PC based control system 
w iA  a faster Digital Signal Processor based control system. It  also includes design and 
development o f embedded controller and G r^A ca l User Aterface fo r Ae operation o f 
manipulator. The second part mvolves modelmg Ae manipulator, implementation o f a 
PID controller for Ae position control o f Ae manipulator arms.
1.2 Literature Survey
The control o f cooperative manipulator systems has been stuAed by maty 
researchers. The foUowmg is Ae brie f literature review on this subject A  generalized 
master/slave technique was proposed m [9] fo r coordmated control o f two arms rig iA y
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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grasping an object. A lfixd  and Belyeu [1] proposed a mastei/slave control scheme where 
Ae master arm is position controlled to follow  a given trajectory. Here the slave arm 
follows Ae master arm w iA  a fixed relative position/orientation to accommodate an 
object This scheme was generalized to a multi-manipulator system by Arimoto, 
Miayazaki, and Kawamura [2 ]. Nakamura, Nagai, and Yoshikawa [15] suggested Ae 
position control o f each manipulator to follow  a preplanned object trajectory and 
simultaneously, manipulators are force controlled to exert desired force on the object 
Hayati [8 ] derived Ae dynamic equation o f a multi-manipulator system using Ae 
position and orientation o f Ae object as generalized coordinates and developed a hybrid 
force/position control scheme. Uchiyama, Iwasawa and Hakomori [26] developed a 
hybrid position/force controller fo r dual arm cooperative control. An ad^tive  approach 
to motion and force control o f multiple coordinated robots is presented in [11,28] 
Stability in cooperation o f multiple robotic mechanisms is analyzed in  [14].
A  general approach fo r adsqitive and Astributive control o f mAtipIe cooperative 
manipAators is presented in [12]. A  controller is assigned to each robot and any 
communication requirement is determined by motion constraints existing in Ae 
cooperative system. Two decentralized cooperation controllers are presented in [13] for 
trajectory tracking o f two manipAators handling an object Here Ae Astributive 
controllers control positions o f robots using trajectory errors o f Ae object in Ae task 
space. The controllers are independent and no commumcation is required between Ae 
mampulators.
The above p ^ rs  are based on Ae assumption Aat position, velocity and force
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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feed back mfœmadtm are available to the controller. A  force/position regulator fo r 
robot manipAators w iAout velocity measurement is considered m [18]. % n  and Singh 
[30] derived a dynamic feedback linearizing control law fo r position/force control o f 
robot mampAators on a constraint surface without velocity measurements.
This research adapts the techmque presented in  [30] fo r position control o f 
unconstrained arm o f RM-lOA mampAator and in [13] fo r developing controller for 
cooperating arms o f Ae mampAator.
U  Organization of Thesis
This thesis is arranged into eight ch^ters - Atroduction, System configuration. 
Kinematics, Dynamics, Controller, Control computer and software. Experiments and 
Conclusion. Chapter 1 defmed Ae objective and scope o f the Aesis. Chapter 2 describes 
Ae eqApment and major components used m the experimental set-up. A  Chapter 3 
kmematics o f the RM-lOA mampAator is analyzed. C huter 4 considers Ae dynamics o f 
RM-lOA mampAator m detail. Chapter S is devoted to the development o f controller 
for unconstrained smgle arm control and duA arm cooperation control. Chapter 6  
explains Ae Digital Signal Processors, data acqAsition boards and the control software. 
Chapter 7 Ascusses Ae implementation o f FID controller and presents Ae experimentA 
resAts. Chapter 8  concludes the sAdy and Ascusses Ae scope fo r Ature improvement 
and research.
Appendix A  gives Ae inertia matrices o f each link o f Ae RM-lOA mampAator. 
Appendix B lists Ae various configuration files used by the control software. Aiqiendix
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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C lists Ae proportional, mtegtal, and derivative gains fo r the le ft and right arms o f the 
manipAator.
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CHAPTER!
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The RM-lOA manipulator system consists o f Ae manipulator, servo power 
amplifiers, control computer, force/torque sensor and interconnecting electrical cables. 
These individual units are mechanically and electrically separable. This ch u te r describes 
Ae above units and associated sub assemblies. Hgute 2.1 shows Ae overall diagram o f 
Ae system.
M otor
Power
> Force/Torque 
Sensor
Command
Signals Power
Anm lifier
Feedback Signals
Control Computer
RM -lOA
Rgure 2.1 Overall Aagram o f Ae system
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2.1 Manipulator
The manipulator is a human like structure w iA  two identical arms attached to a 
torso structure. The arm has six degrees o f freedom and consists o f shoAder, elbow, 
wrist and a one degree o f freedom end effector. The arm attaches to Ae torso stmcture 
using two c£^tive screws and two gmde pins. The gmde pins position and stabilize Ae 
arm during removA and reinstallation. The gmde pins also align Ae two auto connecting, 
electricA connectors located in Ae arm support plate. A  motor driven jo in t at the top o f 
Ae torso allows over 360" mampAator roA tion capability and provides a mounting 
surface fo r attaching Ae Robotic Bridge Transporter adaptor. Three 32-pm connectors 
mounted on Ae top o f Ae transporter adaptor provide fo r coimection o f electricA cables 
from servo amplifiers and control computer. The end effector consists o f two fingers 
which are used to grip Ae objects. Use o f mtegrA electromechamcA drive makes Ae end 
effector self contained allowing easy removA and maintenance. AU mampAator 
electricA cabling is intemA.
2.2 Manipulator Motions
As iUustrated in Ae figure 2.2 each arm o f Ae mampAator has seven degrees o f 
fieedom including end effector gripping motion. Arm motions are actuated by TRW 
permanent magnet brush-type 27 VDC gear motors Aat are protected against current 
overload by control lim its. AU arm motions except Ae end effector gripping are 
protected from mechamcA over travel by software lim its. The arm weighs 
approximately 26 Kg. and can handle loads up to 10 Kg. on a continuous basis. Higher
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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loads up to 16 Kg. can be handled on an intermittent basis. The drive mechanism o f each 
degree o f fieedom is described as follows.
5
Hgure 2.2 Ann motions
• Motion 1 (Shoulder Pitch -8 |)
This motion is generated through spur gears that connect the gear motor output shaft 
directly to the input o f a Compudrive orbital speed reducer drive. The main drive 
shaft o f the Compudrive reducer is hollow to allow passages o f electrical cables. The 
output o f the Compudrive unit attaches directly to the shoulder housing. Position 
sensing is provided by a 10 K£2, 20-tum rotary potentiometer. The potentiometer is 
driven by a spur gear meshed w ith Compudrive’s unit input shaft
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
• Motion 2 (Shoulder R<dl - 0%)
Motion 2 drive components are identical to motion 1 except fo r a different gear ratio 
at the gear motor output. The upper arm is rigidly attached to the output o f the 
Compudrive.
• Motion 3 ^Ibow Pitch - O3)
Elbow pitch motion is effected by two identical gear motors located in the upper arm 
tube. Attached to the gear motor’s output shaft is a bevel gear that meshes w ith a 
larger pinion bevel gear. These large pinion bevel gears are rigidly attached to a 
bearing-supported yoke member that supports the lower arm tube. The motion is 
generated when the gear motors are driven in the opposite directions. A  spur gear 
on each motor shaft meshes with a pinion spur gear attached to the shaft o f a 
1  KO, 1 0  turn rotary potentiometer.
• Motions 4 and 5 (Wrist Pitch and Wrist Yaw - )
These two motions are developed through a differential drive train by two identical 
motors located directly above the jo in t Each o f these gear motors drives a pair o f 
bevel gears that act as inputs to the differential. The w rist ro ll structure is rigklly 
attached to the output pinion o f the differential u n it The differential’s yoke member 
has a mm diameter through hole fo r electrical cables. When both motors rotate in 
the same direction, the pitch motion (motion 4) is produced, opposite rotation o f the 
motors produces the yaw motion (motion 5). Similar to motion 3, a spur gear on
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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each gear motor shaft drives a 5K Q , 10 turn rotary potentiometer providing position 
information to the control computer.
• Motion 6 (Wrist Roll-Of)
The w rist ro ll structure is supported by an L-shs^ed housing structure attached to 
the w rist jo in t output. W rist ro ll is provided by a compact chain drive located in the 
housing structure. A  gear motor and drive sprocket power a larger sprocket attached 
to a bearing supported shaft The shaft protrudes through the housing providing a 
mounting surface fo r the end effector. An adjustable idler sprocket in the housing 
maintains chain tension. W rist ro ll position is sensed by spur gear driven, 1 KO, 10 
turn rotary potentiometer located by the side o f the gear motor.
• Motion 7 (End Effector Grip)
End effector open and close motion is produced by a compact gear motor that drives 
a worm and a pair o f worm gears through a spur gear set. Each worm gear drives a 
pair o f pivoted links to provide the opening and closing action. A  mechanical stop 
lim its the finger can ing travel. A  current lim it stops electrical power to the gear 
motor when travel stop is reached. The worm gear drive prevents backdriving o f the 
end effector gripping motion. The end effector can easily be removed fit)m  the arm 
fo r maintenance.
The jo in t angle range and stall torque o f joints are listed in Table 2.1.
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Joint
Number M otion
Joint Angle 
Range (deg.)
Stall Torque 
(Nm)
1 S h o u ld  Pitch 8 ; 180 157
2 Shoulder R oll O2 180 63
3 Elbow Pitch O3 180 1 1 1
4 W rist Pitch O* 90 1 1 1
5 W rist Yaw 8 5 180 36
6 W rist R oll 6 g 360 36
Table 2.1 Joint angle range and stall torque
23  Serve Power Amplifiers
The servo amplifiers and the associated power supplies are housed in a slide-out 
rack and mounted in a process control cabinet The m ain power switching and 
distribution are done at the process control cabinet The slide out amplifier chassis 
contains two card racks which hold the plug in motor amplifier cards. In  addition to the 
card racks, the slide-out amplifier chassis also contains two 35 volt power supplies (one 
fo r each set o f arm motor amplifiers). The power supplies are enabled through solid 
state relays. The shoulder motors are driven by Cbpley’s Model 201 Pulse Vfidth 
Modulation servo amplifiers. A ll other motors are driven by Copley’s Model 200 Pulse 
W idth Modulation servo amplifiers. Though the amplifiers are provided with pins for 
connecting tachometer signals, they are le ft open due to non availability o f velocity 
signals from the motor. A ll the amplifiers ouput current proportional to input voltage.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2.4 Control Computer
The control computer is a pentium 90 MHz Personal Computer. I t  houses one 
Spectrum Signal processing’s Quad C40 processor board (QPCVC40B) and two 
Loughborough Sound Images’ PC/16108 multi-channel I/O  board. The QPC/C40B 
board hosts two Texas Instruments’ TMS320C40 parallel D igital Signal Processors. 
Each o f the PC/16I08 boards provides a sixteen channel 12 b it Analog to Digital 
Converter (ADC), an eight channel 12 b it D igital to Analog Converter O^AQ and four 
digital input and four digital ouput lines. The digital signal processor communicates with 
the host PC through PC Bus. The PC/16I08 boards ate interfaced w ith the QPC/C40B 
board through a 50 way IDC cable and communicate through i t  The QPC/C40B board, 
TMS320C40 parallel Digital Signal Processors, and the Multi-channel I/O  boards are 
described in detail in  chapter 6 .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTERS
KINEMATICS
Kinematics o f a robot arm deals w ith the movements o f the aim w ith respect to a 
fixed coordinate system as a function o f time. Usually the base o f the robot is taken as 
the origin o f the fixed or reference coordinate system and all the movements are 
measured firom the base reference point.
I f  the location o f all o f the joints and links o f a robot arm is known, it  is possible 
to compute the location o f the end effector o f the robot. This is defined as the forward 
or direct kinematics problem. The inverse kinematics problem is to determine the 
necessary positions o f joints and links in  order to achieve the desired position and 
orientation o f the end effector o f the robot. The inverse problem is much more d ifficu lt 
to solve and are often associated w ith multiple solutions. This chapter discusses the 
method used to describe the relationship o f the end effector to the robot base 
coordinates.
3.1 Homogeneous Transformation
In  computing the position o f the end effector o f a robot arm, each jo in t is taken
13
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as the origm o f a new coordinate frame, starting w ith the leference point o f the robot. 
The coordinate frame assigned to the reference point is called reference frame. The 
relation between two coordinate frames {A } and {B } shown in the figure 3.1 is 
described by a 4x4 matrix called transformation matrix ^Tg.
4 i
<A>
X
Rgure 3.1 Coordinate fiâmes {A } and {B>
A transformation m atrix has the general form  as shown below. The 3x3 matrix on
^ 1 1  1^2 Pi
T21 ^22 T23 P2
*31 *32 *33 P 3
0 0 0 1
(3.1)
the upper le ft comer o f the transformation matrix describes the rotation o f the coordinate 
frame {B> w ith respect to the coordinate frame {A }. The 3x1 vector on the upper right 
comer describes the translation o f the frame {B } in  relation to frame {A }. The zeros in 
the lower le ft row refer to the perspective transformation along the three axes, while the 
one in the lower right comer performs the scaling function.
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3.2 Coordinate Tnmsfonnatioii
Detennining the position and orientation o f any jom t in a robot relative to its 
reference coordinate frame requires the transformation o f coordinates through a ll other 
joints between the reference frame and the jo in t whose coordinates are being determined.
the robot has six joints, or degrees o f freedom, it  is necessary to set up six coordinate 
transfers, one fo r each jo in t. Reference coordinates, by convention, are defined as Xq , 
and Zq in the frame {0 }. Joint coordinates are defined as the set o f coordinates centered 
on a particular jo in t
3J1.1 Link Frame Assignments for RM-lOA
Each arm o f the RM-lOA has six degrees o f fieedom and a ll the joints are 
rotational joints. Since both arms are identical oidy one arm is considered for kinematic 
analysis. Figure 3.2 shows the link frame assignments o f RM-lOA. The following 
convention is used to locate the frames on the links. The Z  axis o f frame { /-I >, called 
Z,_{ lies along the axis o f motion o f the i- lth  jo in t The X,_i axis is normal to both Z,-_, 
axis andZ,- axis and goes frx>m Z,_i axis to Z,- axis. Sim ilarly the frame { i}  is located in 
the jo in t i. In the case o f intersecting axes the X(_i axis is located so that it  is normal to 
the plane o f Z,-_i axis andZ,- axis.
The reference frame {0 } is fixed at the base o f the shoulder. The joints 4, 5, and 
6  a ll intersect at a common po in t and this point o f intersection coincides with the origins 
o f frames {4 }, {5 }and { 6 }.
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r r f l
Figure 3.2 Link frame assignments for RM-lOA
3JL2 Link Parameters
Every frame is determined by four parameters that describe how it  relates to the 
previous frame. This mathematical ^proach was firs t developed by Denavit and 
Hartenberg [6 ] in 1955 and called as Denavit-Hartenberg notation. The four parameters 
are the link length, link tw ist, link offset, and jo in t angle. The link length o f the i- lth  
link, denoted as a;_,, is the distance firom Z,-_, axis toZ,- axis measured along X,_i
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axis. The link tw ist o f the i-Ith  link, denoted as a,-_i, is defined as the angle between 
Z,-_, axis and Z,- axis measured about axis in the right hand sense. The link offset 
o f the link /,
A xis/ - 1
Axis /
L in k / -
L in k /I—I
1-1
i - l
/
/
Hguie 3.3 L ink parameters
denoted as, ri,- is the distance from Xf_, axis to Xf axis measured along Zg axis. The 
jo in t angle o f the link /, denoted as 0 ,- is the angle between axis and Xg axis 
measured about Zg axis measured in the right hand sense. The link parameters are shown 
in the figure 3.3. In the case o f revolute joints the jo in t angle is called the jo in t variable, 
and the other three quantities would be fixed link parameters. In the case o f prismatic 
joints the link offset is called the jo in t variable and the other three quantities would be 
fixed link parameters. First frame {0 } called the reference frame or base frame is located 
so that it  coincides w ith frame {1> when the jo in t variable 1 is zero. Using this
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convention we w ill always have ao = 0 , = 0 , and = 0  i f  jo in t 1  is revolute or
= 0  if  the jo in t 1  is prismatic, the last jo in t n is revolute, the direction o f axis 
is chosen so that it  coincides w ith when the jo in t variable 6 ,  = 0  and the origin o f
the frame {N } is chosen so that = 0 . the jo in t n is prismatic, the direction o f 
axis is chosen so that 8 ,  = 0  and the origin o f the frame {N } is chosen at the 
intersection o f Xff_i axis and Zy axis when d „= 0 .
3^ 3  Link Parameters for RM-lOA
jo in t i a.-.im
a.-i
deg.
d.
m
0 .
deg.
1 0 0 0 0 1
2 0 90 0.414
0 2
3 0 -90 0 03
4 0.340 0 0 04
5 0 -90 0 05
6 0 90 0 0 6
Table 3.1 DH Table fo r RM -lOA
Table 3.1 gives the link parameters fo r RM-lOA w ith link frame assignments as 
shown in figure 3.2. This table containing a ll the link parameters is called the DH Table.
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33A  Link Transfonnatioii
The transformation defining the relation between the fiame { /}  relative to the 
frame { / - I }  wül be a function o f the four link parameters. For any given robot, this 
transformation w ill be a function o f only one variable, since the other parameters are 
constant fo r a given link. Any point in the frame {/>  can be transformed to
the frame < /-l}  by using the 4x4 homogeneous transformation matrix .
[ X i - l  y  i - l  Z i - l  i f  - ‘~ ‘ T i * [ X i  y ;  Z ; i f (3.2)
The value o f this lin k  transformation matrix ‘~^T{ is given by
i - l T: =
cos(0 j)  -s in (0 j)  0  a;_|
sin(0 i)cos(ai_,) co<0 i )cos(aj_, ) -sin(ct(_J -sin(ot;_t)i(_, 
sin(0 ;)sin(a;_|) cos(0 j)s in (a j_ i) cos(a;_() cos(a;_i ) i;
0 0 0 1
(3.3)
Using the link parameters the link transformation matrix is calculated for the 
frame {0 } to <N}. Then the transformation matrix describing the fiame {N } with respect 
to frame { 0 }  is found by m ultiplying a ll the transformation matrices as
Tn =°T i ‘ T 2 ^T 3 -."-‘ TnN - l . (3.4)
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3J2S Link TransfiHmatioii for RM-lOA
The link transfrmnations describing the relationship between the frames are 
calculated using the D K Table (Table 3.1) fo r the joints 1,2,...,6 . The transfmmation 
matrices are given below.
C l  - S i  0 0
Si C l 0  0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
‘T , =
C-) —S. 0 0
0 0 - 1  -0.414
Sz Cz 0  0
0 0 0 1
"T3 =
C 3 - S 3 0 0
0 0 1 0
- S 3 - C 3 0 0
0 0 0 1
C 4 -S 4 0 0340
S4 C 4 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
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%  =
C 5 - S 5 0 0
0 0 1 0
- S 5 - C 5 0 0
0 0 0 1
C g - S g 0 0
0 0 - 1 0
S g C e 0 0
0 0 0 1
Then the final transformation matrix describing the last fiame <6 }  w ith 
respect to the reference fiame is obtained by multiplying a ll the six link transformation 
matrices. Here the notations C| and S; are used instead o f cosine and sine o f 6 , and 
Cjj and Sjj are used instead o f cosine and sine o f 8 ; + 0 j.
'T« =
Rti R i2 R .3 Px
Rzi R 22 R 23 Py
R 31 R 32 R 33 Pz
0 0 0 1
( 3 .5)
where
R ji = CiCzC^SgSgg — CCzCgCg — +CiCzC 3 SgS4 5  — CiCzSgS3 4  +
^(('3^(534 +CiSzS;g +CjgC34 —CgS 1 ^ 8 3 4  +C iC ;C 2 g +
^l^ 2^4^5^36 —^ 1^2^36^45
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R j2  — —C 1C2 C 6 S3 4  +CiCgCgS3 4  +CiC2C3CgS45 +  CiCzCgSg +
CiSgC34 +CjC2C4S3C5g ^-CiSzCgg — CgCigS34 “ SjgC34 —
C 1 C 5 S 2 6  ~ C i C 2 C j e S 4g  — C i C 2 C ^ C j S j g
R j 3  =  — C 1 C 5 S 2  —  S 1 S 5 S 3 4  + C 1 C 2 S 5 C 3 4
R 21 =  —C iC 4 C g S g C 2 3  + C iC 2 C g C g S 3 4  + C iC 2 C g S 3 4  + C iC g C g S 3 4  ~ C iC g C 2 3 S 4 5  +  
C a S g S  12^45  — C i C z C g S g  + C i C 2 S g C 3 4  — 8 5 8 1 2 8 3 4  + C 5 8 5 C 1 2  + C 1 8 5 C 3 4  +  
C 1C 3 S4 C2 6  +C 4 S3 8 1 2 S5 6  +CiC4C23S55 +C4C5C3gSi2 " CiC4C;Cg823 +
C i C 4 C g 8 2 3  + 0 , 0 2 8 5 5  ” 0 , 2 8 5 5  — 0 , 0 2 5 8 3 4  — 8 , 2 8 3 5 8 4 5  — 0 , 0 4 5 8 2 3  —
0 , 0 2 0 3 8 4 5
R 2 2  ~ ( - 3 0 5 8 ,2 8 4 5  — 0 , 0 2 0 5 0 5  + 0 , 0 2 0 g 0 3 4  + 0 5 0 g 0 , 2  + 0 , 0 5 0 3 4 + 0 , 0 4 0 5 8 5 8 3 3  — 
C 1 C 4 8 5 8 2 3  + 0 4 8 3 0 5 5 8 , 2  + 0 4 0 , 0 3 3 0 5 5  — 0 4 0 5 S 1 2 8 3 5  — 0 , 0 3 8 4 8 3 5  —  
0 , 0 4 0 5 0 5 0 3 3  —  0 0 2 0 5 8 5 8 3 4  - 0 , 0 3 8 5 8 3 4  + 0 , 8 5 0 3 3 8 4 5  — 0 , 0 5 8 5 8 3 4  +  
0 1 0 2 0 5 5  - 0 , 3 0 5 5  + 0 , 8 3 5 8 3 4  —  0 3 5 8 , 3 8 4 5  — 0 , 0 3 0 3 0 4 5  +  0 , 8 3 3 8 4 5
R 2 3  =  —0  0 2 0 5  + 0 5 0 , 2  — 0 , 0 4 8 5 8 3 3  - 0 , 0 4 0 5 0 3 3  + 0 , 0 3 8 5 8 3 4  +  0 , 8 5 8 3 4  +
S 5 C 3 4 S 1 2  ■ * "  ( - l C 23 (-45
R 3 ,  =  O 2 O 5 8 5  —  O 2 8 5 O 3 4  + O 4 O 5 8 5 O 2 3  —  C 4 O 2 3 8 5 5  —  O 3 8 4 O 2 5  + O 5 O 2 3 S 4 5  —
O 2 O 5 O 5 8 3 4  - O 2 O 5 8 3 4  + O 4 O 5 O 5 8 2 3  —  O 4 O 5 8 2 3  —  O 2 8 5 5  +  O 2 5 8 3 4  +  O 4 5 8 2 3  +  
O 2 O 3 S 4 5
R 3 2  =  — S 5 O 2 3 S 4 5  + O 2 O 5 S 5 8 3 4  + O 2 8 5 S 3 4  — O 4 O 5 S 5 8 2 3  + O 4 8 5 S 2 3  —  C 4 C 2 3 O 5 5  +  
C 3 8 4 S 2 5  + O 2 O 5 O 5  —  O 2 O 5 O 3 4  + O 4 C 5 O 5 O 2 3  —  O 2 O 5 5  —  8 3 5 8 3 4  +
3 ( ^ 4 6  " S 2 3 8 4 5
R 3 3  =  — 0 3 8 5 8 3 4  + 0 4 8 5 8 2 3  + 0 3 0 5  + 0 4 0 5 0 3 3  — 0 2 3 0 4 5
= 0.414 8 , +0J40 0 , 0 3 0 3  -0 3 4 0  0 , 0 3  +0340 0 , 3  
py =0340 0 , 8 3  + 0 3 4 0 0 , 0 3 8 3  +0340 0 3 8 ,3  -0 .4 1 40 , -0 34 0  0 ,8 3 3  
Pz = 0340 O3 8 3  +0340 833
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3.2.6 Cartesian Representation o f Position and Orientatioii
The position and orientation o f the end effector can be represented in Cartesian 
space by a 6 x 1  vector
[x y z Y P a f  (3.6)
where x, y, and z are the distances along the X, Y, and Z  axes o f the reference frame {0 } 
and Y, P, and a  are the rotation angles about X , Y, and Z  axes o f the reference frame 
{0 } respectively as shown in figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4 Cartesian representation o f position and orientation o f end effector 
The elements o f the 6 x 1  vector x, y, z, Y, P, and a are determined using the 
transformation matrix °Tg (given by the equation 3.5) as given below.
x = P* 
y = Py 
Z = Pz
(3.7)
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P—Atan2^ —R3p'^ Rf[
a s Atan2(R2i/cosP,Rii/cosP) 
Y -  Atan2(R32/cosP,R33/cosP) 
I f  P = 7c/2 , then the angles are determined as
P =  Jc/2 
a=0  
Y =  Atan2(R[2*R22)
(3.8)
(3.9)
3.2.7 World, End Effector and Object Frames
Hguie 3.5 shows the location o f world frame {W }, end effector frames {E> and 
object frame {B } o f the RM-lOA manipulator. The world coordinate frame is located in 
the middle o f the link connecting the le ft and right arm. The transformations o f the 
reference frames of the right and le ft arm w ith respect to the world frame {W> are given 
by
W «,R
wT j-
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0290
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 -0290
0 0 0 1
(3.10)
(3.11)
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‘w
{W>
Figuie 3.5 W orld, end effector and object frames
Here the leading subscript R and L  are used to indicate the right and le ft arms 
respectively. The transformations o f the end effector frames o f the right and le ft arms 
with respect to the frame { 6 }  are given by
6 ^R ^ 6 ^L
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0.280
0 0 0 1
(3.12)
Then the location o f the object frame {B } w ith respect to the world frame is given by
(3.13)Wm  WrfiR OraiR 6 rpR EnpRTg— ^ 0  ' Tg • Tg • Tg
or
Wnp  WrpL OrfiL 6 rfiL ErfiL
^B~ * 0 * ^ 6  ^E (3.14)
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Here ^Tg and ^Tg denote the end effector to object ttansfonnations fo r the le ft and 
right arms respectively.
3-3 Inverse Kinematics
An inverse kinematics problem is defined as finding the set o f jo in t angles 
necessary to achieve the given position and orientation o f the object In other words 
given the numerical values o f the homogeneous transformation ^T g  we need to find 
the values o f jo in t angles ,e 2 ,..., 8 gOf both right and le ft arms. The method o f getting
the solution to this nonlinear problem can be divided into two classes: closed form 
solutions and numerical solutions. The closed form solution is obtained by using algebra 
or geometry. The numerical solution is obtained by using some successive-approximation 
algorithm. Since the numerical solutions are iterative in  nature, they are much slower 
than the closed form solutions and are generally not used in  the control computations. 
One o f the major problems in solving kinematic equations is the existence o f multiple 
solutions which means that the given position and orientation o f the end effector can be 
achieved w ith more than one configuration o f the manipulator.
33.1 Inverse Kinematics of RM-lOA
The closed form  solution can be developed fo r most o f the industrial 
manipulators. A  sufficient condition for the existence o f closed form solution is that 
three neighboring jo in t axes intersect at a po in t Pieper [17] studied manipulators with
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six degrees o f freedmn in which three consecutive axes intersect at a point Since the last 
three axes o f the RM-lOA man^ulator intersect at a point Pieper's ^ ro a c h  is used to 
solve ffie problem. The origins o f the link frames {4>, {5> and { 6 > are a ll located at this 
point o f intersection. R rst the transformation o f the frame { 6 > with respect to the 
reference frame { 0 }  is obtained using the equations given below.
For the right arm;
. ( 'T f  )'■ .( ‘ T | ) '‘ (3.15)
For the le ft arm:
°T« = (3.16)
A fter obtaining the transformation o f frame <6 }  w ith respect to the reference frame <0} 
we can solve the inverse kinematics problem as illustrated below. Here the leading 
superscripts L  and R are omitted fo r sim plicity.
Using the transformation matrices o f the frames {1 }, {2 }, {3 } we can express the 
position vector o f the origin o f the link frame {4 } w ith respect to frame {0 } as
°P 4 = °T ,‘T2 ^T 3 ^P4  (3.17)
where P* is the position vector o f the origin o f the frame {4 } w ith respect to frame {3 }
and is given by the fourth column o f the transformation matrix P* is also equal to
the position vector [px>Py>Pz>l]^  o f the end effector where p ,,P y, and p , denotes the
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X, y ,  and z position o f the w rist reflectively in frame {0 }. Substituting the transfrmnation 
matrices and the position vector in  the equation (3.17) yields
Px
Py
P z
1
0340 CiCgCg -O 3 4 O S1 S3  +0.414 Si 
0340 S,C2 C 3  +0340.C 1S3  -0 .4 1 4 C , 
0340 S2 C3  
1
(3.18)
An expression fo r the square o f the magnitude o f position vector from the above 
equation is obtained as
pI  +Py +Pz =0340^ +0.414^ - 2 . 0 3 4 O O.4 i 4 .S 3
o r
S3  —
0340^ +0.414^ - ( p j + p j + p ^) 
2 0340 0.414
(3.19)
(3.20)
From equation (3.20) 8 3  can be determined as
8 3  =  Atan2 ^ 3 ,+ ^ 1 —S3  j (3.21)
From equation (3.18)
Pg =0340 S2 C3
or
S, = P z
0340. C
From equation (3.23) 8 2  can be determined as
(3.22)
(3.23)
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02 = A ta n 2 (s2 4 :V l-S |) (3.24)
From equation (3.18)
p , =0340.C,C2C3 -O 3 4 O.S1 S3  +O.4 1 4 .S 1 (3.25)
Py =0340.SiC2C3 +O3 4 O.C 1S3  -0.414 C l (3.26)
From the equations (3.25) and (336) we can write
Si = k i Py —k 2  Px (3.27)
C l = k i * p j+ k 2  *py (3.28)
where
ki=0340-C 2C 3 and k 2  = 0 3 4 0  8 3 -0.414 
From the equations (3.27) and (338) 6 1  can be determined as
0, =A tan2(S i,C i) (3.29)
The solutions 0, and 0 3  are valid as long as 0 3  #  -90°. The procedure fo r obtaining 
the solution when 0 3  = -90° is discussed later in this section.
Since the last three axes intersect, the jo in t angles 0 4 ,0 g, and0g affect the 
orientation o f only the last link. Having obtained 0 1 ,0 2 , and 8 3  we can calculate the 
rotation matrix °R 3 . Since the rotation matrix °R g, given by the orientation o f the end 
effector, is known we can compute Rg
^R g=°R 3 * °Rg (3.30)
From this rotation matrix the last three angles can be solved by using the Z-Y-Z Euler 
angles. Let the numerical value o f rotation matrix Rg (calculated using (3.30)) be
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Substituting the rotation matrices R 4 , Rg, and ^Rg we have
30
f ll ^12 ri3
2^1 * 2 2 % (3.31)
h2 Ï 3 3 .
(3.32)
R< =
C^CgCg —C^CgSg ^ 4 ^ 5
S4 CgCg +C 4 Sg —S4 CgSg +C 4 Cg S4 Sg 
“ SgCg SgSg 5 J
(3.33)
6 4 ,6 5 , and 0g can be determined by equating the two equations (3.31) and (3.33) as
0g =  A tan2^^r3 i +  rg2 , r^ g j  (3.34)
6 4  =  Atan2 (r^ ,rig )
and 0 g =Atan 2 (r3 2 ,- r 3 i)
if  r,3 + r^  = 0 ,then
(3.35)
(3.36)
0 4  = 0  (arbitrary)
0g=9O "-r33 90° 
and 0 g = A tan 2 (r2 i, r 2 2 )
In the above solution process i f  0 3  = -90° then the change in jo in t angle 0 2  wiH 
not contribute to change in  position o f the end effector. In  this case 0 2  is arbitrarily set to
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a value and then a ll other angles are solved.
33.2 TheDesiredSolutionof Joint Angles
The inverse kinematics problem o f RM-lOA yields eight set o f jo in t angles fo r a 
given orientation and position o f the end effector. In other words a given point in the 
workspace can be achieved w ith eight different configurations o f the robot. Although 
there are eight possible configurations available not all the configurations are achievable 
due to the mechanical jo in t angle lim its o f the robot (given by table 2.1). So a set o f 
feasible solutions, which satisfies the jo in t angle restrictions, is obtained from the 
possible solutions. The desired solution is chosen from the set o f feasible solutions so 
that the required amount o f movement o f each jo in t is minimized. In the obstacle 
environment the desired solution w ill be the one which avoids collision with the obstacle.
3.4 Jacobian Matrix
The Jacobian matrix relates the velocities in  the jo in t space to the velocities in
the Cartesian space o f a robot Let q  be the jo in t vector o f the robot defined as
q = |0 i 02 03 04 0g 06 f  (3.37)
Then the jo in t velocity vector q is given by
q - [0 i 0 2  0 3  0 4  0s 06 f  (3.38)
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(3.39)
where °pg is the (3x1) position vector o f the end effector with respect to reference
frame {0 } and "tog is the (3x1) angular velocity vector o f the frame {E> w ith respect to
frame {0 }. Hgure 3.6 shows the vectors °pg and °m g.
®Pe = [ p * Py P z f  (3.40)
°© E = [® x ®y (3.41)
Hgure3.6 °Pg and °©g vectors.
The relationship between r  and 4 is given by
r -J (q ) .q (3.42)
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where J(q )is  the (6 x6 ) Jacobian matrix.
J*[Ji J3 J4. J5 Jg] (3.43)
where
J, (3.44)
and ° Z( denotes the jo in t axis 1 w ith respect to the reference frame { 0 > and is given by 
the third column o f the rotation matrix °R .-.
3.4.1 Jacobian M a trix  fo r RM -lOA
J i -
0380 (SiS2 C5  -S 1C 2 S5 C 3 4  -C iS5S34)-0340 (SiC 2 C 3  +C,S3)+0.414 C, 
0380.(CiC2SsC34 -S 1S5 S3 4  -  0 ,8 2 0 5 )+0340. (C 1C 2 C 3  -S ,S 3)+0.414S ,
0
0
0
1
J 5  —
-0380 . (0 , 8 2 8 5 0 3 4  +  0 ,0 2 0 5 )-0 3 4 0 . (0 , 8 2 0 3  ) 
-0380 . (8 1S2 8 5 O34 + 8 ,0 2 0 ; )-0 3 4 0 • (8 , 8 2 0 3  ) 
0380• (O2 8 5 O34 -  8 2 O5 )+0340• O2O3
S,
-C ,
0
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- 0 2 8 0 ( 0 1 0 2 8 5 8 3 4  +8iS5C 34)-0340. (0 , 8 2 8 3  + 8 1 O3 ) 
- 0 2 8 0  (8 , 0 2 8 5 8 3 4  -O i85C34)-0340.(8,C2S3 - 0 ,0 3 ) 
-0280 (S2S5S34)-0340 8 2 S3  
- 0 , 8 2  
- 8 , 8 2  
C2
J 4  —
-0280 (0 , 0 2 8 5 8 3 4  + 8 ,8 5 0 3 4 ) 
—0 2 8 0 *(8 , 0 2 8 5 8 3 4  —0 ,8 5 0 3 4 ) 
- 0 2 8 0 * ^ 2 5 5 8 3 4 )
- 0 , 8 2
- 8 , 8 2
O,
0 2 8 0 *(0 ,0 2 C 5 0 3 4  + 0 , 8 2 8 5  - 8 ,0 5 8 3 4 ) 
0280* ^ , 0 2 0 5 0 3 4  + 0 , 0 5 8 3 4  + 8 ,8 2 8 5 ) 
0 2 8 0 ( 8 2 0 5 0 3 4  -O 2 O5 )
— 0 , 0 2 8 3 4  — 8 , 0 3 4  
—8 , 0 2 8 3 4  + 0 , 0 3 4  
- 8 3 8 3 4
Jfi =
0
0
0
0 , 0 2 8 5 0 3 4  — 8 , 8 5 8 3 4  —0 , 8 2 0 5
8 I0 2 8 5  + 0 , 8 5 8 3 4  —8 , 8 2 0 5
8 2 8 5 0 3 4  +  0 2 0 5
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ZAJ. Jo in t Space T ransfom iatkm ofE iid  E ffector Forces
Let °fg  be the force and be the mtxnent applied to  the origin o f the end 
effector fiame {E>. Here the trailing superscript 0 indicates that the force and moment 
are expressed in the coordinate fiame <0}. Let x =  [ t , x^ — be the equivalent
driving torque o f the force and moment ^ lie d  at the end effector. Then using the 
Jacobian matrix J  the relation between the jo in t torque and the end effector forces can 
be expressed as
‘EJ
(3.45)
Hgure 3.7 shows the reference fiame {0>, the end effector fiame {E } and the 
positive direction o f jo in t torque.
Rgure 3.7 fram e {0 }, fiame {£ } and positive direction o f jo in t torque.
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CHAPTER4
DYNAMICS
This chapter analyzes the dynamic characteristics o f the manipulator. The analysis 
o f dynamic characteristics o f the manipulator is needed fo r controlling and simulating 
the manipulator motions. The problem o f dynamics can be classified into two: inverse 
dynamics problem and direct dynamics problem. In  the firs t problem given the jo int 
motion trajectory o f the robot (q , 4 , and Q), jo in t torque vector x is to be determined. 
The direct dynamics problem deals w ith the calculation o f robot jo in t position q , 
velocity 4 , and acceleration q vectors from the given jo in t torque vector x . This is 
useful for simulating the motion o f the robot.
4.1 Lagrangian and Newton-Euler Form ulations
The dynamics problem is essentially a problem o f developing the equations o f 
motion o f the manipulator. There are two well-known methods fo r deriving the 
equations o f motion: Lagrangian and Newton-Euler formulations. The Lagrangian 
formulation is mathematically complex and computationally d ifficu lt but the results 
provide a good insight into the linear and nonlinear characteristics o f the robot. The
36
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Newton-Euler formulation Is iterative in  nature. It  is superior than the Lagrangian 
formulation since the computational load is lower than that o f Lagrangian formulation 
[10]. The dynamic equations o f the RM-IOA manipulator are derived using Newton- 
Euler formulation. The problem is formulated and solved using symbolic math package 
MAPLE. Though the Lagrangian formulation is not used in  deriving the equations o f 
motion o f the RM-lOA manipulator a brie f outline is presented in  the next section.
4.2 Lagrangian Formulati«Hi
The Lagrangian L  is defined as the difference between the kinetic energy K  and 
the potential energy P o f the system. For the six link manipulator the Lagrangian L  is 
given by the equation
L = £ (K ,-P ,)
isl
(4.1)
From the Lagrangian the equations o f motion are obtained using
d
dt
^9 l '
0 0 , , 0 0 .
-X t (4.2)
where 0, and t ,  are the jo in t coordinate and jo in t torque o f the link i  respectively. 
Using the homogeneous transformation matrices the above equation can be rewritten as
6  k
"c, = È  I t r
k=i j= l V 39/ '  39, ,
6 k k
Gy + Z I  Strk=i f=l msl
^ 0  ^ .  0 °T J
 " ' I T^30y00m
•ey0 „
‘ y
6
I 00;
(4.3)
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where H  is the 6x6 pseudo inerda matrix o f the link i, g  » %y o]^ is the
gravitational acceleration vector expressed in  reference frame {0 } and 's,- is the vector 
fix>m the origin o f fa n e  {i>  to the mass center o f the Imk i. The equation (4.3) can be 
written in  the general form  as
X  =  M (0)B+ h (e ,e )+ g (0 ) (4.4)
where M (0 ) is the 6x6 mass m atrix, h(0,é^ is the 6x1 vector consisting o f centrifugal 
and Coriolis force terms and g(0) is the 6x1 gravity vector.
43  Newton-Euler Form ulation
The Newton-Euler formulation consists o f two loops: forward loop and 
backward loop, h i the forward loop the angular velocity the angular acceleration 
' Oil > the linear velocity ‘ p,-, and the linear acceleration ' o f the lin k  i with respect to 
the frame < /} starting from the base and moving forward to the last Imk are calculated. 
After these calculations the force 'F^and the moment 'N,- that must be exerted at the 
mass center o f the link i to achieve the desired motion are calculated. For the forward 
loop calculations the present values o f jo in t displacement 6,-, the jo in t velocities 0,- and 
the desired values o f the jo in t accelerations 0. are required. The following formulation 
can be applied to any robot w ith revolute joints.
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The Forward Loop: ; = 1 to 6 
‘ w W ‘ rT  + e ,4 ,
' 6 ,= '^ R T ‘ V i) x e ,q ,
'p ,= ‘-‘R j* +  ‘-y _ t x (  ' V iX ‘ ‘P ,)]
'S /-p , + '(i> ,x‘ s,+ ‘<i), x (  y .x 's ,.)
'N ,.=T /© ,.+ ‘w,- x (  % '© ,)
39
(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9) 
(4.10)
where =  [O 0 > ' §,• is the 3x1 acceleration vector o f the mass center o f the link
L I f  reference fiiame {0 } is stationary, the in itia l conditions o f the forward loop become 
= 0 ; °(i)o = 0; and = 0 . Figure 4.1 shows the vectors °p,-, , and ‘s,-.
Hgute4.1 Vectors °p,., '‘ ‘P ,^ and's,.
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The backward loop cxmsists o f calculation o f the ftnce ' f,- and the moment ' n,- 
that must be applied at the jo in t i  to produce the force 'F,- and the moment ‘ N,- at the 
mass center starting from the last lin k  and moving backward to the base. The boundary 
conditions o f the backward loop are the force fg  and the moment Ug acting on the end 
effector. Upon calculating the forces acting on the each jo in t, the jo in t torque T,- is 
calculated by getting the z component o f the moment
The Backward Loop; / = 6 to 1
(4.11)
'n ,= 'R ,+ /+ 'n ,+ i+ 'N ,+ 's ,x% + 'P ,+ i (4.12)
X,. = e j‘ n,. (4.13)
I f  there are no forces acting on the end effector the boundary conditions become f g = 0 
and Ug “  0 •
The effect o f g ravi^ in the dynamic equations can be easily included by setting 
the in itia l linear acceleration in  the forward loop as °p@ = f  ^  In the RM-
lOA manipulator the gravity acts vertically down along the negative direction Yq axis, 
hence this in itia l condition becomes ^pg = |0  9.81 o]^. The inertia m atrix'I,- and 
mass m, o f each link for the RM -lOA manipulator are listed in  the appendix A.
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4A D eterm ûiatio iio f M (6 ), h (o ,é j and g(8)
The M (0) matrix, h (6 ,é ) and g(0) vectors o f equation (4.4) can be
determined using the Newton-Euler formulation ly  the follow ing procedure. The mass 
matrix is determined by using the fact that its /th  column vector Mycoincides w ith the
jo in t torque vector t  calculated from the Newton-Euler formulation with 8  =ey (the 
6x1 unit vector w ith /th  element equal to 1) and w ith a ll other terms that are unaffected 
by 8 set equal to zero. For exanqile, in order to calculate the firs t column o f the mass 
matrix we have to set jo in t acceleration vector 8 , jo in t velocity vectoré and the 
gravitational acceleration vector g as below in the Newton-Euler formulation.
e = [l 0 0 0 0 o f
0 = [0  0 0 0 0 o f
a n d |= [0  0 o f
The forward and backward loop calculations are then carried out to get the jo in t torque 
vector T which is equal to the firs t column o f the mass matrix.
The h(8,é^ vector coincides with the jo in t torque vector t determined by
setting 6 = [O 0 0 0 0 o f  and g = [O 0 o f in  the Newton-Euler formulation.
The g(6) vector is obtained by setting jo in t acceleration as 8 = |0 0 0 0 0 o f
and jo in t velocity as 8 = [O 0 0 0 0 o f in the Newton-Euler formulation and 
solving for the jo in t torque vector x . Here we have to set the gravity acceleration vector
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as g = [o g o f  where g is the acceleration due to gravi^. The above problem is 
formulated in  MAPLE fo r RM-lOA manipulator to determine the mass matrix M , 
velocity term h, and gravity term g.
4.5 Dynamics o f R M -lO A M anipulator
The equations o f motion for the le ft and right arms o f the RM-lOA manipulator 
can be obtained using Lagrangian formulation or Newton-Euler formulation as
discussed in the sections 4.2 and 4.3. In  this section dynamics o f two manipulators
working together to move a single object is derived. Let the equations o f the motion fo r 
the right and le ft arm joints o f the RM-lOA manipulator in the jo in t space be
M(% +h.- -hgf =  T,- (4.14)
where
( -1  fo r right arm and i  « 2 for the le ft arm 
My -  6x6 Mass matrix which is symmetric and positive definite 
hy -  6x1 vector representing centrifugal and Coriolis forces
gy « 6x1 vector representing gravity load
4.5.1 Single A rm  Dynamics in  Cartesian Space
For the control o f the manipulator end effector, it  is useful to rewrite the 
manipulator dynamics in Cartesian space. The dynamic equations fo r the arms in the 
Cartesian space are derived by taking respective base frame {0 } o f the arms (shown in
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the figure 3.2) as reference. The posititm and orientation o f the end effector o f the arm 
can be represented in  the Cartesian space using a 6x1 vector xas
x = [x  y z 7  p a f  (4.15)
where x, y, and z are distances along the X , Y , and Z axes o f the frame {0 } respectively
and 7, P, and a  are the rotation angles about X, Y, and Z axes o f the frame {0 } 
respectively. The kinematics o f the arm i can be written as
X. = ♦ .(« /) (4.16)
where is a vector function and q is jo in t position vector. Differentiating the equation
(4.16) w ith respect to time yields
x.=J.q. (4.17)
x ,= j,4 ,+ J ,4 , (4.18)
Here J,- is the Jacobian matrix and is given by the equation (3.44). From the equation
(4.14) we can write
(4.19)
Substitution o f equation (4.19) into equation (4.18) results in  the equations o f motion 
o f the arm in Cartesian space
* , = j ,  4 , + J , M r'(x , -h , - g ,)  (4.20)
or ky = Ay+Byty (4.21)
where
A , = J , Mr' {-h , -  g. )+ J , 4, (4.22)
B,=J,Mr' (4.23)
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4^.2 Cooperatkm Dynamics
Suppose the two arras are grasping an object rig id ly  and cooperatively handling it 
as shown in the figure 4.2. Let X  be the 6x1 vector representing the position and 
orientation o f the object w ith respect to the world fiarae {W }. X  is called task 
coordinate or operational coordinate.
W orld fiam efW }
X w
le fta rm ..J ^ n
right arm
Object fiame<B}
Rgure 4.2 The cooperation o f two arms
The dynamic equation o f the aim i  ( i -1  fo r right arm; i  -2  fo r le ft arm) in the 
jo in t space q,- has the form:
M.q,. + h,. + g,. = Tf + jJ X i (4.24)
where X,- is the force exerted by the object on the end effector in  Cartesian space and
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J,- is manipulator Jacobian defined on the end effector fiame o f the ann L
Let u,- be the equivalent force applied on the mass center o f the object ly  the
jo in t torque is related to a,- ly  the Jacobian matrix R,- defined on the object
fiameas
Tj =  R fu,- (4.25)
where R / is the Jacobian o f the object frame to the world frame. The kinematics o f the 
object can be written as
^  ^ 2 (^ 2 ) (4.26)
where is nonlinear function and q,- is jo in t position vector o f each arm. Differentiating 
the equation (4.26) w ith respect to time yields
X  =  R,.q,. (4.27)
X  = R ,« i,+ R ,q , (4.28)
Rearranging the equation (4.27) we get
(4.29)
Using equations (4.28) and (4.29) can be written as
q, = R :‘ (x -R ,-R :‘x ) (4.30)
Also from equation (4.24)
q =  -M r'(h , + g ,)+ M ,-‘t ,  (4.31)
Substituting the equations (4.25), (4.29) and (4.30) into equation (4.31) we get
R r‘X -R r ‘k .R r ‘i  = -M r'(h , + g ,)+ M r‘ (R7u,- + jT x ,)  (4.32)
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or X  =  R.-Rr‘X -R ,-M r‘ (h,- -Kg,-)+R ,M r'(R Tu,- + jT x J  (4.33)
Let f,- be the equivalent force acting on the mass center o f the object to X,-.Using the 
Jacobians o f the end effector and the object, we can w rite
jT X ,.= R T f. (4.34)
or X, (4.35)
Substituting the equation (4.35) into the equation (4.33) results in the equations o f 
motion o f the object in  terms o f operational coordinate X
X  =  R .-R r‘X -  R ..M ri(h , +g,- )+ R ,-M r‘RT (u, + f,- ) (4.36)
Letting A , = (r ,M ,“ ^R7) = R,”^M,-R,“  ^ equation (4.36) becomes
A.-X+Rr'^ Ch, + g ,)-A ,k ,-R r‘X  =  u.. +f, (4.37)
f; in equation (4.37) can be decomposed into internal force f, D a^nd external force
i^OUT "
— ^ilN + ffOUT (4.38)
The external force, f,-ouT contributes to the motion o f the object but the internal force,
does not. Since the internal forces exerted by the le ft and right arm cancel each
other (flip , + fa IN = 0 )  the net force acting on the object mass center is equal to 
f  I OUT + fa OUT • Th® object dynamics can be written as
M oX+gg =  —f, OUT ~ fa OUT (4.39)
where is 6 x6  mass matrix o f the object and is 6 x 1  vector representing gravity 
load on the object I t  should be noted that velocity terms are neglected in object
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dynamics for sim plicity. Let lii( t )  and be the load distribution fo r the right and le ft
arms respectively.
f i OUT ~ -M'lCO [M qX  +go ]  (4.40)
fa OUT ~ [M oX+go ]  (4.41)
where P ;(t)+  P2  ( t)  = 1.Using equations (4.40) and (4.41) the equation (4.37) can be 
written as
A ,X + R r^ (h . + g J -A ,R ,R :'X  = u, -p ,( t) [M ^ X + g ,]
or AyX+By ~ (4.42)
where
A ,= A ,+ ji,(t)M o  (4.43)
B,. = R r’^ h,. -  A .R .R r'X  = R :% ( -  A,R,q,. (4.44)
C ,= R r"'g .+ lt.(t)g o  (4.45) 
Therefore the dynamics o f the arms o f RM-lOA manipulator in terms o f operational 
coordinate X  can be written as
right arm: A ,X + B ,+ C , = u ,+ f im  (4.46)
le ft arm: A jX + B j + C j = « 2  +  fa w (4.47)
where A,-, B,-, C,- are given by the equations (4.43 - 45).
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CHAPTERS
CONTROLLER
This chapter presents two controllers fo r the RM-lOA manipulator. The first 
controller uses the position feedback only to control the unconstrained arms. The second 
controller is used to control the position o f the object and the internal force between the 
object and the arm. Here the object is jo intly handled by the two arms and the controller 
uses position, velocity and force feedback. Simulation is done fo r each controller and 
results are presented.
5.1 Unconstrained Arm Control
The dynamic equation o f the unconstrained arm in the Cartesian space (derived in 
the chapter 4 section 4.S.1) is
k = A + B r  (5.1)
where A = J M  ( - b - g ) + jq  and B =  J M  Here it  should be noted that
calculation o f A  matrix requires velocity and position information and calculation o f B 
matrix requires only position information. Since velocity information o f the RM-lOA 
manipulator is not available (RM-lOA's feedback sensor is potentiometer), the controller 
is formulated using the control law
48
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t =B~‘V  (5.2)
where control input y  = [V i,V 2 ,***.V6 f  is chosen to satisfy the differential equation o f 
the form [30]
e ^Ÿ + e d iV  = k[M +p2Ax+P iAx+PoJAx] (5.3)
where Ax denotes position error that is the difference between the command value 
(Xg ) and the actual value (x)
Ax = X g -x  (5.4)
d[ andk are positive real numbers, and e>Ois a small position parameter. The
parameters pg, p ,, andp^ are chosen such that the poles o f the polynomial
s  ^+ P2 S^  + p ,s+ po are on the le ft hand side o f the s plane. Here it  should be noted that 
integral feedback is added to improve the steady state performance o f the control system. 
In the s domain, equation (5.3) becomes
(e^s^ +e d is )v  = kj^s  ^+ P2 S+Pi + — ^Ax (5.5)
From the above equation an expression for V  can be obtained as
kj^s^-«'P2 S + P , + ^ j
(e V + e d :s )  ^
_  k s +P 2 S +P 1S+P 0
By long division we can get
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(5.7)
where
The control law (5.5) requires velocity and acceleration feedback. Now a state 
space realization o f equation (5.5) is obtained which does not require velocity and
acceleration feedback. Let z =  [z( Z2  Z3  where
—
Ax
V
s^Ax
(5.8)
(5.9)
(5.10)
s Ax 
V
1 -
di_s2
_e__
V
Ax =  A x - — Z3
E
(5.11)
Then the realization o f the (5.5) in the controller canonical form  can be written as
z =
Ax
(5.12)
and V  can be expressed in terms o f z as
(5.13)
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I t  should be noted that fo r determining the control torque vector x , B matrix, 
and V vector are required. The B matrix is calculated tty using the position information 
obtained by feedl>ack. For calculating V , z is determined firs t tty solving the set o f first 
order linear differential equations (5.12). V  vector is ttien determined by the equation
(5.13).
5.2 Simulation of Unconstrained RM-lOA Arm
Simulation o f unconstrained RM-lOA arm is done using the controller developed 
in section 5.1. Here the end effector position and orientation are represented using a 6x1
vector as x = [X  Y  Z y P a ]^ . The controller can t)e realized using the equation
(5.7) by synthesizing the set o f differential equations (5.12) w ith position tracking error 
Ax as input The control torque is then computed using the equation (5.2). The control 
parameters are chosen as
k = 50 e = 0.01 d, =15
Po =16 Pi =20 P2=50 (5-1^)
Simulation is performed for the in itia l end effector position o f
x = [0340w  -0.414m  Cm 0.4636rod 0.6591 rod 0.1611 ro d f (5.15) 
and a step command w ith final value o f
Xg= [0330 m -0.400 m 0.010 m 0.450 rod 0.650 rod 0 i7 0  rod f  (5.16) 
Rgure 5.1 shows the response o f the arm for this simulation.
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Figure 5 .1 Position and orientation o f end effector
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I t  should be noted that w ith smooth command trajectories, better trajectory 
tracking results can be obtained. To illustrate this, a simulation is performed w ith the 
in itia l end effector position as equation (5.15) and fina l position as
*c= [0330m  -0.430 m 0.010 m 0.450 rad 0.640 rod 0150 ra d ^  (5.17) 
Here a fifth  order polynomial in  time is used to generate the command trajectories.
Figure 5.2 shows the results o f the simulation.
S3 Cooperatioii Control
The cooperation dynamics o f the arms in the operational space (derived in 
chapter 4 section 4.53) is given by the equations
right arm: A iX + B ,+ C i = U i+ f,iN  (5.18)
le ft arm: A jX + B j+ C 2  = 0 3 + f 2 iN (5.19)
Adding the equations (5.18) and (5.19)
(A [ + A 2 )X  +  (B i + B 2 )+ (C , + € 2 )=  +U 2  (5.20)
Here it should be noted that the internal forces f^g^and cancel each other. Ftom 
equation (5.20) an expression fo r the acceleration o f the object X  can be obtained as
X  = - (A i + A 2 ) *[(B , + B 2 )+ (C , +C 2 ) ]+ (A i + A 2 ) ^(ui +U 2 ) (5.21)
From equation (5.18)
f j ij^-— A |X + B i + C[ — Ui (5.22)
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Substituting equation (5.22) into equation (5.21)
f.m = A ,{-(A , +A j )-‘[(B ,+B ,)+(C , +C ,)]+(A , +A j )-‘(b , + = ,)}
+ B j +C ( —
(5.23)
Let A = A; +A j; B=Bi  i-B^; C = C, + Cg. Then equations (5.21) and (5.23) can 
be rewritten as
X  = - A " ‘ [B + C ]+ A - ‘ (u i+ t t 2 ) (5.24)
t iw  = (-A iA ~ '(B + C )+ B i + C i)+ (A iA - ‘ - l ) i i  + A iA " ‘u 2  (5.25) 
or in the matrix form
X - A * [B + C ] A " ‘ A - '
/lIN . —A [A  ^(B-fC)-fB j + C j A iA " ‘ - I  A ,A " ‘ L«2 J
(5.26)
or
X
/ t  IN .
= C *+ D *u (5.27)
Assuming the dynamics o f the manipulator is fu lly  known, le t the control torque u be
where w is defined as
w =
u = (d *) | w - C ' j
Xg +p 2 AX*f-piAX+pojAX 
^IcIN + 'nJ^IlN
(5.28)
(5.29)
Here AX denotes the position error that is the difference between the command value
X . and the actual value X ,
AX = Xg X (5.30)
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M l 0 4  denotes the error in  the internal force that is the difference between the desired 
value fic  IN and the actual value .
IN ~  ^ Ic IN ~ IN (5.31)
The parameter q is  chosen as any positive real number. Po.Pi andp 2  are chosen such
that the poles o f the polynomial s  ^-kpgS  ^+PiS+Po are on the le ft hand side in s plane.
Here it should be noted that the control law (5.29) requires position, velocity and force 
feedback.
5.4 Sim ulation o f Cooperating RM -lO A Arms
Computer simulations are performed to evaluate the controller developed in the 
section 5.3. Here the position and orientation o f the object, being jo in tly  handled by the
arms, is represented by a 6x1 vector a s X  = [X  Y Z y P The control 
parameters are chosen as
Po = 1620 Pi = 300 P2  =40 T] =  1 (5.32)
The in itia l position o f the object and the in itia l internal force are
X  = [0.620 m -0.414 m Om Orad 15708 rod O rad^  (5.33)
f i i N = [ O N  O N  O N  O N m  O N m  0  N m f  ( 5 . 3 4 )
A step command with final position value
Xg =  [0.610 m -0.404 m 0.01m 0.01 rod 158 rod 0.01 rod f  (5.35)
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and internal force value
fic iN = [lO N  IO N  ION IN m  IN m  1 N m f (5.36)
is used fo r simulation. Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 shows the p lot o f object position and 
internal force. To justify the use o f integrator in the controller, some uncertain^ in  the 
object mass is introduced and the simulation is performed. For this simulation the in itia l 
conditions are given by (5.33 &  5.34) and the commands are given by (5.35 &  5.36). 
The actual mass o f the object bandied by the manipulator is taken as
M „ =
1 0  0 0 0 0
0 1  0 0 0 0
f  _
0 0  1 0 0 0
^ 0  -
0 0  0 1 0 0
0 0  0 0 1 0
0 0  0 0 0 1
lass is taken as
05 0 0 0 0 0
0 15 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 . 6 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 . 8 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 OJ
(5.37)
(5.38)
Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 shows the plot o f object position and internal force for this 
simulation.
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CHAPTER 6  
CONTROL COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE
The control computer is essentially a pentium 90MHz personal computer. I t  is 
equipped with one QPC/C40B carrier board and two PC/16108 multi-channel I/O  
boards. The QPC/C40B carrier board hosts two TIM -40 modules contain ing  
TMS320C40 D igital Signal Processors (DSP). The NetAPI support software, used fo r 
developing DSP applications, is installed in the control computer. The control computer 
is also installed w ith M icrosoft Visual C++ which is used to develop the G r^hica l User 
hiterface fo r the operation o f the manipulator. This chu te r describes the hardware 
associated w ith the control o f the manipulator namely QPC/C40B carrier board, TIM -40 
modules, PC/16I08 multi-channel I/O  boards and the control software.
6 . 1  The QPC/C40B C a rrie r Board
The QPC/C40B carrier board is designed to host the Texas histruments' floating 
point TMS320C40 parallel D igital Signal Processor (pDSP). The board can support up 
to four TIM-40 modules containing TMS320C40 processors. These modules can be 
located in Module Sites A , B, C and D. The QPC/C40B is a fu ll size AT board and 
requires a single 16 b it expansion slot to interface w ith the control computer. The layout
62
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o f the QPC/C40 board is illustrated in  the figure 6.1
r
Module Site D 
Comm. Pofts
Module SlieC 
Comm. Pons
_ _ w _
Module SIteB 
Comm. Pons
Module SheA 
Comm. Pons
_ _ _ W _
___11___11___ _ . j L  11 11 -1 r -11 -  -1 i -IT  - '
Top Conneclor TopComieciar Top Conneclor Top Connector
MODULE
SITED
MODULE
SITEC
MODULE
SITEB
MODULE 
SITE A
Global Bus Con.
Bottom Conneclor Bottom Conneclor Bottom Connector Bottom Connector
' \ f --------- --------- \
i L 1 L  - J I I l LKl I
I jTAGjw t I nvto_curr i
DSPUNK2
I— II ir ~ 1LK3 LK4 UCS
ASC Sim C ud D
ASC - AppUcailao Specific Conneclor
n r i L
Hgure 6.1 QPC/C40B Board layout
6.1.1 P C Interfiice
The carrier board is accessed using C40 Network API Libraries. Communication 
between the PC and the board takes place via three main interfaces.
•  PC Bus - The PC bus is essentially the main control interface that provides 
access to the various board facilities, such as resets, via the software 
programmable Control Register.
•  L in k  In tw fiK e Adapter (L IA ) - The Link Interface A d ^ te r enables the PC 
to communicate w ith each o f the TIM -40 modules via the parallel 
communication ports. The L IA  is described in more detail in  section 6.1.2
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•  Test Bus CootroUer (T B Q  - The Test Bus Controller is an interface to the 
TMS320C40's JTAG-based scan path circuitry. I t  is used to inclement the 
DB40 debugger and the C40 Network API libraries. This interface is 
discussed further in  section 6.1.3
The PC interface is enabled using the hardware Imk LK 6 . I f  the PC interface is 
disabled, QPC7C40B can be used independently o f the PC. This is useful in a m ulti board 
system as only the master board needs to be m^iped in the PC FO map. The PC 
interface map consists o f three blocks (Block 0, Block 1 and the Link Interface Adapter 
Block) o f 32 bytes locatable on any 32 byte boundary in the bottom 4K o f the PC VO 
map. Each block contains sixteen 16 b it registers.
Eight o f the sixteen locations o f Block 0 hold the Control Register and the Base 
Address Register. The remaining eight o f Block 0 and a ll sixteen location o f Block 1 
hold the Test Bus Controller (TBC) registers. The TBC is primarily used to inclement 
the DB40 debugger and the C40 Network API libraries. The Link Interface Adapter 
(LIA ) Block holds the Status Register and various registers associated with the use o f 
the Link hiterface A d^te r. The base address o f the board is set using the hardware link 
L K l.
6.1.2 L in k  Interface Adapter
The PC communicates directly w ith each o f the TIM -40 modules using the on­
board Link Interface A d^te r (L IA ) via the PC bus. The L IA  provides the main data 
exchange mechanism between the TIM -40 modules and the host PC. One parallel
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communication port is routed through the L IA  circuitry to the PC bus. The L IA  
emulates the operation o f C40 communication ports so allowing direct communication 
between the PC and each TIM -40 module. The U A  o f any module can be accessed 
using the routines supplied w ith the network API software libraries. The L IA  is enabled 
using the hardware link LK2. Two methods are available to transmit or receive data via 
the Link Interface A d^ter. The firs t method is ly  polling the L IA . This method is 
simple, easy to manage but it  may hold up the PC. The second method uses the 
interrupts. Interrupts to the PC are not so easy to use and manage, but w ill not directly 
hold up the PC.
6.1.3 Test Bus Controller (TBC)
The TBC on the QPC/C40 board is used to implement the DB40 debugger and 
the C40 Network API libraries. The TBC sets up a JTAG scan path which is routed 
through all modules present on the board. QPC/C40B automatically detects whether 
there are one, two, three or four module sites occupied on the board and routes the scan 
path accordingly.
6.1.4 Parallel Conununication Ports
The QPC/C40B parallel processor system can support optimum performance by 
distributing tasks between two or more processors. Each TIM-40 module site on 
QPC/C40B provides six communication ports, numbered 0 to 5. One communication 
port from each TIM-40 module site is routed to the PC bus via the Link bterface
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Adapter. Two ports &om each site aie dedicated to inter-module communication m a 
ring topology. A fter the reset o f the C40 processor. Ports 0 ,1  and 2 default to outputs 
and 3, 4 and 5 to inputs. AH four TIM -40 modules can communicate w ith each other by 
connecting an ouqmt port ftom  one module to an input port o f the other. This can be 
done by connecting ^ propria te port connectors w ith the ribbon cable. When connected 
the modules can communicate via program or DM A controlled transfers. Alternatively, 
one module can talk to its neighbor using the ports dedicated to module interconnection. 
I f  there is contention between two input o r two output ports, protection circuitry wiH 
disable the two ports.
•  Program C ontrolled Transfers Consider two C40 processors, X  and Y, 
where fo r example port 0 o f processor X  (Port XO) is connected to port 3 
o f Y  (Port Y3). I f  the processor X  wishes to w rite to Processor Y, Processor 
X  writes the block o f memory to be transferred to port XO's output FIFO in 
the peripheral memory map. This is transferred to port Y3's input FIFO in the 
memory m ^ . The block is then read by processor Y . biterrupts can be set to 
establish when the buffers on both processors are empty and fu ll. Program 
controlled transfers allow one module to take over some o f the another 
module's processing, fo r example, analog data acquisition.
•  DM A C ontrolled Transfers This system o f memory block transfer is similar 
that o f program control except that neither processor is disrupted because the 
reading and storing o f memmy are controlled by a DM A controller rather 
than the Œ U . This method is more complex to  setup because o f the number
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o f registers that need to be configured. Each TMS320C40 processor has six 
DM A channels, one is used by each parallel port fo r transferring the data. 
Thus, i f  five ports on processor X  are connected to those on processor Y, 
five times the data transfer speed o f one port can be achwved, providing 
extremely fast inter-processor communication.
6.1.5 Parallel Expansion 0)SPLINK2)
The QPC/C40B board is equipped w ith Loughborough Sound Images' 
DSPLINK2 digital system expansion interface. It  consists o f a high speed, bi-directional 
bus that allows input/output directly to/fiom  the C40, without using the 1/0 bus on the 
PC. In order to access DSPLINK2, a TIM -40 module w ith a global bus connector must 
be located in Module Site A . The DSPLJNK2 is nu^iped into global memory map o f 
Module Site A . The DSPLINK2 interface provides a high bandwidth, 32 b it memory 
mapped (256 locations) parallel expansion c^>abili^ . The slave DSPUNK2 board 
communicates w ith the QPC/C40B board via the 50-way shrouded DSPLINK 
connector.
6.1.6 QPC7C40B Clock Oscillator
A site is provided on the QPC/C40B for a 50 MHz clock oscillator which is 
routed to the CLOCKIN pin on all module sites. The oscillator can be used to 
synchronize a ll modules on the QPC/C40B and to provide a clock source to TIM-40 
modules that do not have an on-board oscillator. The clock oscillator is not available O ff-
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board, therefore multiple carrier boards cannot be synchronized.
6.2 TIM -40 Modules
The QPCVC40B carrier board hosts two MDC40S2 TMS320C40 modules. These 
modules are designed to meet Texas Instruments' TIM -40 specification and are located 
at Module Sites A  and B. MDC40S2 has three connectors fo r connection to the carrier 
board. These are the top and bottom primary connectors and the global bus connector. 
The Module Sites at the QPC/C40B carrier board support the two primary connectors 
which carry a ll the signals the module requires in a distributed memtxy environment. 
The Module Site A  o f the QPCVC40B carrier board supports the global bus connector. 
This connection allows the module to access the carrier board global memory facilities. 
Figure 6.2 shows the physical layout o f the MDC40S2 module. The MDC40S2 
module consists
n  1 Too Connector ^
n; SRAM(A lioaalM aant)
TMS320C40
Pnxessor
*
PEROM
1 Global bus (omieGtar
1 Bottom Connector U
Hgure 6.2 MDC40S2 Board layout
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o f one Texas lostniments' TMS320C40 parallel D igital Signal Process^ (operating 
from a SO MHz clock) w ith three banks o f zero w ait state Static RAM  (SRAM). Banks 0 
and 1  are connected to the processor’s local meoKxy port and Bank 2 to the global 
memory port The global bus connector provides fo r memory and I/O expansion external 
to the module. A  PEROM is included on MDC40S2 to provide the identificatkm ROM 
(ID  ROM). Hgure 6.3 shows the block diagram o f ± e  MDC40S2 module.
6.2.1 Parallel Conunuiiication Ports
The TMS320C40 processor located on MDC40S2 module provides six 8  b it high 
speed parallel communication ports. The ports are numbered 0 to 5 and are routed to the 
top and bottom primary connectors. Ports 0 and 3 are available on the top primary 
connector and Ports 1, 2, 4 and 5 on the bottom primary connector. A t system reset. 
Ports 0,1 and 2 are configured as outputs and Ports 3,4, and 5 as inputs.
Local Bus Global Bus
Top Primaiy Connector
Bottom Rimaiy Connector
PEROM
32Kx8
Global Bus 
Connector
SRAM 
128 X 32 
(Banks 3)
SRAM 
2 Banks of 
128x32 
(Banks 0 ans 1)
Port Port Port Port
PortO
Hgure 6.3 MDC40S2 Block diagram
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62.2 C3ocfc Source
There are two options fo r clock provision, the on-module oscillator or an 
external signal. The on-module oscillator provided on the module operates at the same 
speed as the C40 processor. The external option (6 om the carrier board, fo r example) is 
provided to allow synchronous systems to be bu ilt. The clock signal from the carrier 
board is routed through the top primary connector, h i this cation a ll the modules in the 
carrier board are run at the clock speed o f the carrier board.
6 2 2  Boot Options
There are two methods to boot the C40 processor on the MDC40S2 module. 
One is to use the on-module PEROM and the other to boot from one o f the six parallel 
communication ports on the TMS320C40 Processor. The PEROM is located from 
address 4000 OOOOh which is one o f the designated boot addresses in the C40's memory 
map. The module is configured at reset to cause the boot loader to operate from address 
4000 OOOOh. When booting from one o f the communication ports, the C40 processor 
automatically scans all six ports until the correct protocol is observed. The C40 then 
boots from this port.
62 FC/16IO8MuIti-Clianneil/0Board
The PC/16I08 multi-channel I/O  board provides a sixteen channel 12 b it Analog 
to D igital Converter (ADC), an eight channel 12 b it D igital to Analog Converter (DAC)
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and four digital input and four digital output lines. PCV16I08 is designed to connect 
directly to the QPC/C40B carrier board via DSPLINK interface. Sample data is 
transmitted to and received 6 om the host processor board via separate data registers 
over this 16 b it VO interface. This allows direct access to  the programmable control 
functions o f the board. The board performs analog to digital conversions at a maximum 
sample rate o f 25 kHz when a ll sixteen channels are being used, 38 kHz when only eight 
channels are used and 48 kHz when only four channels are used. D igital to analog 
conversions may be performed at a maximum conversion rate o f 100 kHz when only 
output channels are used or 50 kHz when both the input and output channels are used. 
A ll analog signal connection is made via the analog end plate connector. Figure 6.4 
shows the board layout
] n z D  r z m
Multi-Board Digital 
Connector Connector
DSPLINK
Connector
EZI
lOMHz
aock
DC-DC
Cbnverter
Hgure 6.4 PC/16I08 Board layout
63.1 DSPLINK Interfoce
PC/16108 is coimected to the QPC/C40B carrier board via DSPLINK interface. 
PC/16I08 occupies 32 consecutive locations within the DSPUNK VO space o f the
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earner board. The carrier board accesses the control, status and data registers using this 
interface. The base address o f PC716I08 within the DSPLINK FO space o f the host 
processor board is set ly  a hardware link. The default value o f the DSPLINK base 
address is BOOO OOOOh. PC/16I08 suppwts the mtemipts to  the host processor board 
over the DSPLINK interface usmg the /INTO interrupt line. This allows PC/16I08 to 
interrupt the host processor board when, fo r example, PC716I08 is ready to receive data 
to be converted.
63.2 PC/16I08 Registers
PC/16I08 has 32 registers consist o f 16 ADC Data Registers, 8  DAC Data 
Registers and 8  Control/Status Registers. These registers allow the easy transfer o f data 
and status information and direct access to the programmable control functions o f the 
board.
•  ADC Data Registers ADC Data registers are FIFO buffered. The Data 
Registers fo r each group o f four channels should be read in  order (0 to 3 ,4  to 
7, 8  to 11 and 12 to 15). A ll ADC Registers are 12 b it read only registers. 
Each b it is sign extended to 16 bits by the DSPLINK interface, w ith the 
sampled data occupying the least significant 12 bits. A ll PC/16IG8 sampled 
data is in  2 's complement format.
•  DAC Data Registers DAC Data registers are 12 b it w rite only registers and 
are cleared to zero on power-up/PC reset. The DAC data must occupy the
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least significant 12 bits o f the 16 b it w rite value. A ll the data to be converted 
must be in 2 's complement format.
Table 6.1 and 6.2 summarizes the ADC Data Registers and DAC Data Registers 
respectively. Table 63 summarizes the PC/16I08 Control/Status Registers.
BASE
Address
Register Name BASE
Address
Register Name
+ 0 h ADCO Data Register + 8 h ADC8  Data Register
+ lh ADCl Data Register + 9h ADC9 Data Register
+ 2 h ADC2 Data Register +A h ADCIO Data Register
+ 3h ADC3 Data Register + Bh A D C ll Data Register
+ 4h ADC4 Data Register +Ch ADC12 Data Register
+ 5h ADC5 Data Register +D h AD C l 3 Data Register
+ 6 h ADC6  Data Register + Eh ADC14 Data Register
+ 7h ADC7 Data Register + Fh ADC15 Data Register
Table 6.1 PC716I08 ADC Data Registers
BASE
Address
Register Name BASE
Address
Register Name
+ 1 0 h DACO Data Register + 14h DAC4 Data Register
+ llh DACl Data Register + 15h DAC5 Data Register
+ 1 2 h DAC2 Data Register + 16h DAC6  Data Register
+ 13h DAC3 Data Register + 17h DAC7 Data Register
Table 6.2 PC/16I08 DAC Data Registers
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BASE
Address
Register Name Description
+ 18h Status Register 16 b it read rmly register 
Reflect the status o f PCV16IG8
+ 18h Control Register 16 b it w rite only register
Used to program PC/16IG8 control
functions. Cleared o f power-up/PC
reset.
+ 19h 
+ lA h
Divider 1 
Register
D ivider 2 
Register
D ivider 1 and Divider 2 Registers 
make up an 18 b it write only register. 
Set the programmable divider value 
fo r the sample rate generator.
Both registers are cleared on power- 
up/PC reset.
+ lBh Programmable Gain 
Register
8  b it w rite only register.
Sets the gain o f the input channels 
Cleared on power-up/PC reset.
+ lCh D igita l hiput Data 
Register
4 b it read only register 
Reflects the state o f the digital 
input lines.
+ lCh D igita l G u^ut Data 
Registers
4 b it w rite only register.
Data written to this register w ill 
appear on the digital output lines. 
Cleared on power-up/PC reset.
+ lD h Not Used -
+ lEh Force ADC 
Conversion
Used to force an ADC conversion 
when the ADC is being used in 
asynchronous mode.
+ lFh Not Used -
Table 6.3 PC/16I08 Control/Status Registers
6 3 3  Modes of Operation
The PC/16I08 can be used in  various modes. The maximum sampling rate and 
the method o f transferring the data to/from  PC/16IG8 varies with each mode. This 
section briefly describes the various modes o f operation.
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•  ADC Modes o f Operatkm
Synchronous 
Asynchronous 
Normal Speed 
Enhanced Speed
A ll ADC channels are sangles simultaneously.
ADC san^Iing is synchronous w ith DAC san^ling.
A ll ADC channels are samples simultaneously.
ADC san^lmg is asynchronous w ith DAC san^ling.
A ll 16 charmels are available for use.
Maximum sangle rate is 25 kHz
Only 8  or 4 channels are available for use, w ith the 
increased sampling rate o f 38 kHz and 48 kHz 
respectively.
•  DAC Modes o f Operation
Single Buffered
Double Buffered
Normal
Oversample
DAC charmels are converted independently when 
written to.
A ll DAC charmels are converted simultaneously at 
each sample clock pulse.
A ll DAC charmels are converted at the same rate as 
the ADC channels. Maximum DAC sampling rate is 
100 kHz.
A ll DAC charmels are converted at twice the rate o f 
the ADC charmels. Maximum DAC sample rate is 50 
kHz.
63.4 In terrupts and Polling
Sample data can be transmitted to and received firom the host processor board via 
the DSPLINK interface one o f the two methods. The firs t method polls the Status 
Register until the sample data is available/required. The second method uses interrupts to 
interrupt the host processor board when sample data is available or required.
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•  In tem ip ts PC/16I08 supports mtemipts to the host processor board via the 
DSPLINK interface using the /INTO interrupt line. Bits 0 to 4 o f Control 
Register are used to select an ADC or DAC interrupt condition, bterrupts 
can also be generated using d ig ita l FO.
•  Status Register Foiling This method is sinqiler to use than interrupts, but 
w ill take up processor time due to continuous polling o f Status Register. Bits 
0, 8  and 10 o f the Status register reflect the interrupt and ADC status o f the 
board.
6 3 3  C ontrol and Status Registers
The Control Register is a 16 b it w rite only register and is used to program a 
number o f functions including DAC reset, interrupt condition selection and the 
PC/16I08 modes o f operation. Figure 6.5 shows the b it numbers associated w ith each 
function.
Bit Number
MSB
15-14 13 12 11-9 8 -7 6 - 0 LSB
ADC Max. 
Sampling 
Rate Select
Multi-Board
Mastei/Slave
Select
DAC
Reset
DAC/ADC 
Mode Select
Clock
Select
Interrupt
Select
Hgure 6.5 PC/16I08 Control Register
The Status Register is a 16 b it read only register and reflects the status o f the board.
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Both the Control Register and the Status Register are accessed via the DSPLINK 
interface at the BASE + 18h. Hgure 6.6 shows the b it numbers associated w ith the 
various functions o f the status register.
Bit Number
4------- -----------^
15-13
MSB
12 11 10 9 8 7 -1
°  L
Not
Used
Reset
Status
Not
Used ADC_RDY_B
Not
Used ADC_RDY_A
Not
Used
Interrupt
Status
Hgure 6.6 PC/16I08 Status Register
The ADC_RDY_A b it (b it #8) is used when the ADC's are used in  asynchronous mode. 
The ADC_RDY_B b it (b it #10) is used when ADC's are used along w ith DAC's in 
oversampling mode.
63.6 Analog to D ig ita l Converter
PC/16I08 provides four quad-channel 12 b it Analog to D igital Converter devices 
giving sixteen input channels with a maximum sampling rate o f 48 kHz. PC/16I08 can 
accept a wide range o f signal amplitudes, w ith programmable gain and link selectable 
filters provided on a ll channels. Analog Signals are input to Channel 0 to Channel IS via 
the analog connector. The iiqm t gain fo r each ADC device can be programmed using the 
Programmable Gain Register. The gain may be set to 1, 10, or 100. The Programmable 
Gain Register is a 8 b it read only register and is accessed via the DSPLINK interface at
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BASE + IBh. The Programmable Gain Register is cleared to zero on power-up/PC 
reset. The default gain fo r a ll channels is 1, with a maximum input voltage o f ±10V. 
The individual b it functions o f this register are shown in  the figure 6.7.
Bit Number
MSB 7 -6 5 -4 3 -2 1 - 0 LSB
GAIN_D GAINjC GAINJB GAIN_A
CH12-CH15 Œ 8-CH11 CH4-CH7 CH0-CH3
Hgure 6.7 PC/16I08 Programmable Gain Register
Channel 0 to Channel 15 analog input signals may be passed through link selectable input 
filters whose cut-off fitequencies may be altered w ith interchangeable resistor packs. 
These low pass filters lim it the noise and provide a degree o f anti-aliasing. The default 
cut-off frequency o f the filte r is 73  kHz.
63.7 Digital to Analog Converter
PC/16I08 provides two quad-channel 12 b it D igital to Analog Converter devices 
giving eight output channels w ith a maximum sampling rate o f 100 kHz. PC/16I08 can 
generate a range o f signal amplitudes w ith link selectable filtered provided on aU 
channels. Channel 0 to Channel 7 analog output signals are output via the end plate 
connector. Each channel signal may be passed through a link selectable output filte r 
whose cut-off fiequencies may be altered w ith link interchangeable resistor packs. These
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reconstruction filters provide a smoothing o f the otherwise stepped output signals. The 
default cut-off frequency o f the filte r is 12  kHz.
63.8 Multi-Board Configaratkm
In the multi-board system one board acts as a master board and provides the 
ADC and DAC sample clocks to the other slave boards via the midti-board connector. 
By using the same sanqtle clocks, a ll the PC/16108 boards in the system perform the A 
to D and D to A  conversions synchronously. For interfacing the PC/16I08 boards with 
the DSPLINK port o f the host processor board the DSPLINK cable should be daisy 
chained from one board to next as shown in the figure 6.8.
DSPLINK Connection
Multi-Boaid Connection
Multi-Board
Connector
DSPLINK I
Host Processor Board 
(QPC/C40B)
Multi-Board
Connector
Master PC/16I08 Board 
DSPLINK Base Address -  BOOO 0120b 
Connected to Left Ann
Slave PQ16I08 Board 
DSnjNK Base Address -  BOOO OlOOh 
Connected to Right Aim
Hgure 6.8 M ulti - PC/16I08 System
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Each PC/16I08 may be configured as a master or slave board via a b it 13 
(MASTJSEL) o f the Control Register, h i our system the PC/16I08 connected to the left 
arm is configured as the master board (MAST.SEL -1 ). As a master this board uses its 
on-board sample rate generator to provide the ADC and DAC sample clocks and ouqtuts 
the clock signals to the multi-board connector. The other PC/16I08 board is configured 
as slave (MASTJSEL -  0) and connected to the right arm. The slave board w ill disable 
their on-board sample rate generators and take their ADC and DAC sample clocks fiom  
the master board through the multi-board connector. In  multi-board system each 
DSPLINK peripheral must be set to a different DSPLINK base address to avoid 
contention. In  our system DSPLINK base addresses o f master and slave board are set to 
BOOO 0120h and BOOO OlOOh respectively.
6.4 Control Software
The control software consists o f two parts: an embedded program that runs on 
the Digital Signal Processor (DSP program) and a G r^h ica l User Interface program 
(GUI program) that runs on the control computer. The control software requires two 
user generated configuration files: the system configuration file  (netapi.cfg) and JTAG 
configuration file  (boardOOO.cfg). These text files contain specific inftmnation describing 
the C40 system and are given in  jqipendix B.
The DSP code is written in  C. Texas Instruments' floating point tools are used to 
produce an executable object (.out) file  in Common Object Füe Format (COFF) fiom  
this source code (see ^ipendix B fo r detailed instructions). The G UI program is written
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in M icrosoft Visual C++ Versiim 4.0. I t  uses the p lic a tio n  library o f LSI development 
support software package to interface between the control con^uter and the DSP which 
is illustrated in  the figure 6.9.
User 
— —
DSP C Code
PC Host C++ 
Code 
(GUI Program)
TMS320C3x/4x ANSI C 
DOS Compiler and Linker 
Version 4.60
Configuration Hies NetAPI Library
__
Output file  (.out)
netapi.cfg — # Functions i— in  Common Object
boardOOOcfg H ie Format (COFF)
Two-Way 
Communication via 
L IA  and JTAG
TMS320C40 
D igital Signal 
Processor
Hgure 6.9 Interfacing control computer and DSP
In addition to the system configuration file , the control software requires some 
other files to be in the working directory. These files are edboot out, edloadjvm, 
c4xload.rom and bootout.
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EXPERIMENTS
A PID controller is implemented to perform experiments on the RM-lOA 
manipulator. Position control experiments are done both in  jo in t space and Cartesian 
space. This chapter discusses the implementation o f PID controller and presents the 
experimental results.
7.1 Implementation of PID Controller
The PID controller is implemented using the TMS320C40 digital signal 
processor. The digital signal processor performs the follow ing tasks in the nth control
cycle:
1. Obtain current value o f the process output c^ by sampling the ADC channel
2. Calculate the error e , fiom  the reference value r , using the equation
e n = r „ - c „  (7.1)
3. Computes the proper value fo r the manipulated process input m „
4. Outputs m „ to the appropriate DAC channel.
5. Continues w ith the next controlled variable.
82
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Here it should be noted that a il these tasks must be conq>Ieted w ith in the sample 
period T. Figure 7.1 shows the block diagram o f the RM-lOA control system.
DSP
VO
Board RM-lOA
m,
*  indicates value in volts
ADC
DAC JointActuator
Setvo
AmplifierConuoner
Pos. Sensor 
(Pol)
Hgure 7.1 RM-lOA Control system
The PID control action combines the effects o f proportional, integral and 
derivative control action to obtain a composite control manipulation according to the 
equation
m „ = K ,e . + K; J T e ; + - V j 1 (7.2)
where T is the sample period, Kp is the proportional gain, K | is the integral gain and 
K j is the derivative gain. The gain values fo r RM-lOA are determined experimentally 
and are tabulated in the tqipendix C.
7.2 Experimental Results
The experiments consist o f unconstrained arm movement examples in both the 
jo in t space and Cartesian space. The trajectory is planned fiom  the in itia l position to the 
desired position using linear interpolation
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In  the jo in t space example the anns are commanded to move fiom  the initial 
location
[O* 0" -90" 0" 90" 0 "] (7.3)
to the fina l location
[45" 45" -45" -45" 45" 90"] (7.4)
in 10 seconds. Figure 7.1 and figure 7.2 shows the plot o f jo in t angles fo r the le ft and 
right arms respectively.
fit the Cartesian space example the le ft arm is commanded to move fiom  the 
in itia l location
[031m  -0.68 m 0.026 m M l rad Q&rad -0.04 ro d ] (7.5)
to the final location
[0.60 m -0.32 m 016 m 0.75 rad -0.75 rad 0.75 rad ]  (7.6)
in 6 seconds. Figure 7.4 shows the plots o f end effector position and orientation fo r this 
experiment The right arm is commanded to move fixtm the in itia l location
[023 m -0.72 m Om 125 rod 035 rod -0 3 2  ro d ] (7.7)
to the final location
[0.60m -0.30 m 018 m 0.70 rod -0.80 rod 0.90 ro d ] (7.8)
in 6 seconds. Hgure 7.5 shows the plots o f end effector position and orientation fo r this 
experiment
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSION
This chuter summarizes the information provided in the previous chq>ters. It 
also highlights the drawbacks o f the experimental set-up and suggests methods for 
overcoming such drawbacks. A  brief note on future research is made at the end o f this 
chapter.
8.1 Conclusions
This research focuses on development o f a controller fo r cooperative control o f 
dual arm mechanical manipulators. Experiments were performed on the RM-lOA dual 
arm manipulator. The experimental part o f the research involved upgrading o f personal 
computer based control system to digital signal processor based control system, 
modeling the manipulator, design and development o f embedded controller and 
Graphical User Interface (GUI).
Chapter 1 started w ith a brief introduction to cooperative control o f dual arm 
robots. In chuter 2 the details o f the RM-lOA manipulator system such as jo in t 
actuators, position sensors, servo ançlifîers and control computer were explained.
89
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Kinematics o f the RM -lOA manipulator was discussed in  chapter 3. The link parameters 
Oink length, tw ist angle, link offset and jo in t angle) were determined fo r each Imk o f the 
RM-lOA manipulator after assignmg link frames. Using the link parameters the link 
transformation matrices were obtained. The world frame, end effector frame, and object 
frame were defined. The world to object transformation was obtained from the link 
transformation matrices. The inverse kinematics problem o f the RM-lOA manipulator 
was solved to obtain the set o f jo in t angles fo r the given position and orientation o f the 
object Rom these set o f jo in t angles, the desired solution was obtained by imposing the 
jo in t angle restrictions. Jacobian matrix was obtained to  determine the jo in t torque 
equivalent o f the Cartesian forces and moments acting on the object
h i chapter 4 dynamics o f the manipulator was considered. Two methods were 
(Lagrangian and Newton- Euler formulations) presented fo r developing the equations 
o f motion. The computationally efficient Newton-Euler formulation was used to obtain 
the equations o f motion fo r the RM-lOA manipulator. Dynamics o f RM-lOA 
manipulator handling an object was obtained in terms o f object or operational 
coordinate. In  Chapter S two controllers were presented. The firs t controller was used to 
control unconstrained arm motions. I t  was shown that position control o f the 
manipulator can be accomplished without velocity measurements. The second controller 
was used fo r cooperation control. Simulations were done on the RM-lOA manipulator to 
evaluate the controllers.
The control computer and software were discussed in chtq>ter 6. The salient 
features and operation o f QPC/C40B carrier board, TMS320C40 Digital Signal
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Processors and PC/16108 muld-channel VO boards were explained in  detail, bn chiq>ter 7 
experimental results were presented. The manipulator was controlled using a PID 
controller. Experiments were performed on the right and le ft arms both in  jo in t space 
and in Cartesian space and the results were presented. The use o f D igital Signal 
Processors enabled the control system to operate at a frequency as high as 1000 Hz. 
Ideally higher sampling frequency w ill result m a better control action. But higher 
sampling frequencies drastically reduces the veloci^  resolution where veloci^  
information is obtained ly  differentiating the position signal. This means a noisy position 
signal w ill severely affect the performance o f the control system where a derivative 
control action is being used. For the case o f RM-lOA manipulator since there is no 
velocity feedback, the velocity information is obtained by difGaentiating the position 
signal obtained from the potentiometer. The control system performance o f RM-lOA is 
greatly affected by the presence o f noise in  the potentiometer signals.
8.2 Future fmprovements and Research
The noise in the position feedback signal can be significantly reduced by using 
incremental encoders instead o f potentiometers. This requires additional hardware to 
process the encoder signals and a D igital VO board to read the processed encoder 
signals. This also requires new motors w ith bu ilt in  encoders for jo in t actuation
A  more conqilex control law should be used for compensating gravity and 
backlash effects to improve the tracking c^iab ility  o f the system. Further research is 
needed to implement a cooperation controller fo r position and force control o f the
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manipulator. The problem o f avoiding collisioa between the arms can also be considered 
for the future research.
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APPENDIX A  
INERTIA MATRICES OF LINKS
L in k l
This link assembly mamly consists o f a motor, a potentiometer, and two 
compudrives. The entire mass o f the link is assumed to be at the mass center o f the link 
(point mass assumption) as shown in  the figure A .I.
M otor
0.06m
Potentiometer
m.c
Compudrive
Hgure A.1 Link 1
Mass o f the lin k  m; = 5.77 kg
Mass Center vector ^Si = [0  -0.06 o]^
Inertia M atrix ‘ I ,  = [O] (v  point mass assumption)
93
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Lmfc2
Mass o f the lin k  n i; =  4,85 kg
Mass Center vector ^ § 2  = [0  0 -O jw f
The motor, potentiometers and gears are assumed to be a point mass (3.80 kg) 
located at the end o f the link. Hgure A.2 shows the location o f the mass center o f the 
link and vector.
Figure A.2 Link 2
The inertia o f the point mass and the inertia o f the tube are calculated
about the mass center o f the link. The total inertia o f the lin k  is given by
2^ m^ass t^ube
Inertia M atrix I ,  =
0.0311 0 0
0 0.0311 0
0 0 0.0019
kg m^
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L in k  3
Mass o f the lin k  m3  =4.90 kg
Mass Center vector ^ 8 3  =  [031 0 O]^
The motor, potentiometers and gears are assumed to be a point mass (3.80 kg) 
located at the end o f the link. Hgure A.2 shows the location o f the mass center o f the 
link and ^ 8 3  vector.
”  T ^ Y 3
R
% —
X 3 , t
>1
• . » . 
f ¥
mÆ '
oaim
Hgure A.3 Link 3
The inertia o f the point mass and the inertia o f the tube Ig *, are calculated 
about the mass center o f the link. The total inertia o f the lin k  is given by
^ 3  m^ass "^ t^ube
Inertia Matrix I 3  =
0.002 0 0 
0 0.024 0
0 0 0.024
kgm ^
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Links 4 and 5
Since the link 4 and link S aie coupled fo r the purpose o f the dynamic 
calculations the entire mass o f the links is associated w ith link S and Imk 4 is assumed to 
bemassless.
Mass o f the lin k  41 m* ==0)kg
Mass o f the lin k  S =  137 kg
Hgure A  4 shows the links 4 and 5 and location o f the frames {4 } and {5 }. For 
calculating the inertia the link is assumed to be solid cylinder w ith the center o f mass 
located as shown in  the figure A.S
motor
chain
drive
Hgure A.4 Links 4and S
S ^& %
5 *— 0.06m
0.12m
0.09m DIA
Hgure A.5 Approximation o f the links 4 and 5
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Mass Cënter vector =  [0 i)6 0 O ]'
Mass Center vector ^ 8 5  =  [O -0.06 o f
0.0019 0 0
Loertia M atrix *1^ = 0 0.0023 0
0 0 0.0023
0.0023 0 0
Inertia M atrix I 3  = 0 0.0019 0
0 0 0.0023
kg-m^
kg*m^
L ink 6
Mass o f the lin k  4 mg = U3 kg
Link 6  is consists o f force/torque sensor and the end effector. It is shown in the 
figure A.6 .
Force/Torque
Sensor
Rngers
Hgure A . 6  L ink 6  and end effector 
Mass Center Vector ®Sg = [O 0 0 J 9 5 f
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Inertia M atrix ^Ig =
0D03S 0
0 0.0035
0
0
0.0015
kg-m^
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APPENDIX B
CONFIGURATION FILES
System C onfiguratioii F ile  (n e ta p ix ^
Cooperative Control of RM-lOA.
Date: Thu Feb 06 18:01:01 1997
System Configuration Pile for C40 Network
Host [
Hostname: LSI_HOST
Board [
Board_Type: QPC/C4 OB 
Host_Connection: 03 0Oh 
Register: OlOh, OOOOOh 
Host_Connection: 0320h 
Host_Connection: 034Oh
; Block 0 Base Address 
; Control Register 
; Block 1 Base Address (JTAG) 
; LIA Base Address
Module {
Module_Type: MDC40S2
Site: A
Processor CPO_A C 
Procès sor_Type: C4 0 
Clock_Speed: 5 0
Memory_Map {
Page 0002FF800h 
Page 0002FFC00h 
Page 000300000h 
Page 000320000h 
Page 040000000b 
Page OTOOOOOOOh 
Page 080000000b
}
0002FFBFFh No. 
OOOZFFFFFh No. 
00031FFFFh No. 
00033FFFFh No. 
040007FFFh No. 
070007FFFh No. 
OaOOlFFFFh No.
,RT_Access
,RT_Access
,RT_Access
,RT_Access
,RT_Access
,RT_Access
,RT_Access
INTO
INTI
BANKO
BANKl
PBROM
IDROM
BANK2
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Module (
Module_Type: MDC40S2
Site: B
Processor CPO_B [ 
ProcessorjType: C40 
Clock_Speed: 50
Memory_Map £
Page 0002FF800h 
Page 0002FFC00h 
Page 000300000b 
Page 000320000b 
Page 040000000b 
Page 070000000b 
Page 080000000b
}
0002FFBFFb No. 
0002FFFFFb No. 
00031FFFFh No. 
00033FFFFh No. 
040007FFFb No. 
070007FFFb No. 
OSOOlFFFFb No.
,RT_Access
,RT_Access
,RT_Access
,RT_Access
,RT_Access
,RT_Access
RT_Access
INTO
INTl
BANKO
BANKl
PEROM
IDROM
BANK2
}
}
Link_Map {
Link CPtJ_A[0]
}
CPB_B[3] Two.Way
JTAG Configuratioii File (boardOOOx^
Cooperative Control of RM-lOA 
Date: Tbu Feb 06 18:01:01 1997 
JTAG Configuration File for C40 Network
'CPU_A" TI320C40 
'CPD_B" TI320C40
Texas Instruments' Floating Point Tools
The Texas Instruments C compiler package contains a C compiler and an 
assemblei/linker fo r TMS320C40 processors. The DSP C code is compiled using the 
compiler to produce assembly code which is then passed to the assembler. The assembler 
converts this to object code which the linker combines w ith a C runtime support library
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and any other user modules. The resulting ou^u t is in the COFF fik  format and may be
downloaded directly to the DSP.
The above process is carried out using command line 
cl30 source.c -v40 -g ~s - z  source.cmd 
where source.c is the DSP C code file  and source.cmd is the linker conunand file
which is given below
/ *  Linker Command File for the C40 code ♦/
- X
-c
-o source.out 
source.obj
-1 rts40.1ib 
-1 prts40.lib
-e cintOO
/* Reread libraries if unresolved symbols. 
/* symbols have not been found.
/ *  ROM autoinitialization.
/ *  Linker options to name the output file.
/* Input file specification. (Put before 
/ *  linking to the libraries, unless 
/ *  the - X  option is used)
/* Link c40 Run Time Support Library.
/* Link small memory c40 Parallel Run Time 
/* Support Libratry.
/ *  Define the entry point. Must be c_intOO
* /
V
V  
* /
* /
V  
* /  
* /  
* /  
* /  
* /
/* if the dsp programs are C source files.*/
/* Specify standard memory configuration for the QPCC40 */ 
MEMORY 
{
IRAMO origin = 002FF800h length = 0400h / * Int 0, Ik * /
IRAMl origin = 002FFC00h length = 0400h / * Int 1, Ik * /
ERAMO origin = 00300000h length = 8000b / * Ext 0, 32k */
ERAMl origin = 00308000b length = 8000h / * Ext 1, 32k */
PEROM origin = 40000000b length = 8000b / * PEROM, 32k * /
ERAM2 origin = 80000000b length = 8000h /* Ext 2, 32k * /
}
/ *  Specify output sections 
SECTIONS 
{
.text 
.data 
.vectors 
.cinit 
.bss
}
ERAMO
IRAMO
IRAMl
IRAMl
ERAMO
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Le ft A rm
APPENDIX C
PID GAINS
S. No. M otor Proportional Gain Kp
Integral 
Gain K j
Derivative 
Gain Kg
1 Shoulder Pitch 0.5 0.0001 0.01
2 Shoulder Roll 1.5 0.0001 0.25
3 Elbow Inside 1.0 0.003 0.03
4 Elbow Outside 1.0 0.003 0.03
5 W rist Inside 0.4 0.0005 0.01
6 W rist Outside 0.4 0.0005 0.015
7 Wrist Roll 0.25 0.0002 0.01
Table C.1 PID Gains for le ft arm
102
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S. No. Motor Proportional Gain Kp
hitegral 
Gain K ;
Derivative 
Gain Kg
1 Shoulder Pitch 1.0 0.001 0.01
2 Shoulder R oll 1.5 0.0001 0.25
3 Elbow Inside 0.06 0.0005 0.01
4 Elbow Outside 0.06 0.0005 0.01
5 W rist Inside 0.4 0.0005 0.01
6 W rist Outside 0.4 0.0005 0.015
7 W rist Roll 0.25 0.0002 0.01
Table C.2 PID Gains fo r right arm
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